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Abstract
One of the earlier works on eigen-based techniques for the hyper-complex do-
main of quaternions was on “quaternion principal component analysis of colour
images”. The results of this work are still instructive in many aspects. First, it
showed how naturally the quaternion domain accounts for the coupling between
the dimensions of red, blue and green of an image, hence its suitability for mul-
tichannel processing. Second, it was clear that there was a lack of eigen-based
techniques for such a domain, which explains the non-trivial gap in the literature.
Third, the lack of such eigen-based quaternion tools meant that the scope and
the applications of quaternion signal processing were quite limited, especially in
the field of biomedicine. And fourth, quaternion principal component analysis
made use of complex matrix algebra, which reminds us that the complex domain
lays the building blocks of the quaternion domain, and therefore any research
endeavour in quaternion signal processing should start with the complex domain.
As such, the first contribution of this thesis lies in the proposition of complex
singular spectrum analysis. That research provided a deep understanding and
an appreciation of the intricacies of the complex domain and its impact on the
quaternion domain. As the complex domain offers one degree of freedom over the
real domain, the statistics of a complex variable x has to be augmented with its
complex conjugate x, which led to the term augmented statistics. This recent
advancement in complex statistics was exploited in the proposed complex singu-
lar spectrum analysis. The same statistical notion was used in proposing novel
quaternion eigen-based techniques such as the quaternion singular spectrum anal-
ysis, the quaternion uncorrelating transform, and the quaternion common spatial
patterns. The latter two methods highlighted an important gap in the literature
– there were no algebraic methods that solved the simultaneous diagonalisation
of quaternion matrices. To address this issue, this thesis also presents new fun-
damental results on quaternion matrix factorisations and explores the depth of
quaternion algebra.
To demonstrate the efficacy of these methods, real-world problems mainly in
biomedical engineering were considered. First, the proposed complex singular
spectrum analysis successfully addressed an examination of schizophrenic data
through the estimation of the event-related potential of P300. Second, the au-
tomated detection of the different stages of sleep was made possible using the
proposed quaternion singular spectrum analysis. Third, the proposed quaternion
common spatial patterns facilitated the discrimination of Parkinsonian patients
from healthy subjects. To illustrate the breadth of the proposed eigen-based
techniques, other areas of applications were also presented, such as in wind and
financial forecasting, and Alamouti-based communication problems. Finally, a
preliminary work is made available to suggest that the next step from this thesis
is to move from static models (eigen-based models) to dynamic models (such as
tracking models).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Recent advances in sensor technologies have introduced new classes of multidi-
mensional data which are inherently represented as two-, three-, or four-dimensional
processes. Therefore, a unified approach in definition and assessment of such data
is highly desired. In the real domain (R), such signals can be modelled as real-
valued vectors in R2, R3, or R4. However, it has become apparent that these
processes are best analysed in the complex (C) and quaternion (H) domains due
to their great potentials in modelling and assessment of two- and four-dimensional
data. As such, the development of complex- and quaternion-valued algorithms
has become one of the most exciting areas of research in statistical signal pro-
cessing. The emergence of complex- and quaternion-valued algorithms in signal
processing is overviewed in the next section.
1.1.1 Complex Numbers and Quaternions in Signal Pro-
cessing
Mostly, signal processing applications use the signal magnitude as the major
source of information. However, for many real-world processes with both ‘inten-
sity’ and ‘direction’ components, such as radar and sonar, the phase information
needs to be considered. In such cases the complex domain can be exploited to
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incorporate the phase component.
Thus, complex-valued signal processing has become a well-established methodol-
ogy in applications where both the amplitude and phase components carry the
information. In general, the complex-valued signals involved in practical appli-
cations are divided into two categories [1, 2]:
• Inherent complex-valued design: real-world processes that are naturally
described by complex numbers such as sonar, radar, and communication
signals,
• Complex-valued design due to convenience of representation: real-world
signals which although real, are best expressed through complex-valued
analysis. For example, wind measurements can be considered as j#j exp(|)
where j#j is the speed and  is the angle of wind direction.
Although the imaginary part of complex-valued data might not have direct physi-
cal relevance, it can provide a tractable framework for analysis of some important
classes of real-valued signals. Complex-valued representation is particularly ben-
eficial for the following cases [1]:
• The need for simultaneous modelling of the ‘intensity’ and ‘direction’, e.g.
radar, sonar, and wind modelling,
• The phase information is important, e.g. communications and two-dimensional
image processing.
Advantage of the complex-valued analysis for a simple two-dimensional image
is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Note that the phase information in one-dimensional
processes is slightly hidden, but it is more obvious for two-dimensional signals
such as images. For instance, consider Fig. 1.1 in which the top row represents
two original images indicated as P1 (wheel) and P2 (child). On the other hand,
in the bottom row, images are regenerated using their initial magnitudes and
exchanging their phase information. In other words, the new version of wheel
image (bottom-left) is generated as eP1 = jP1j exp(|2) where jP1j is the magnitude
spectrum of the wheel image and 2 is the phase information of the child image
extracted using Fourier transforms. Observe that this image is now recognised
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Figure 1.1: Importance of phase information in image processing. Top: original
images. Bottom: images generated from their initial magnitude but exchanging
their phase information1. Changing the phase information leads to the incorrect
recognition of the bottom images.
as the child rather than the wheel; this clearly illustrates that the information is
dominantly encoded in the phase for the human visual system [1]. Therefore, it
is convenient to consider the image based on its complex-valued representation.
Some of the major applications of complex-valued analysis include:
• Two-dimensional image processing for taking into account the phase infor-
mation [3],
• Wind, radar, sonar, and sensor array modelling for considering the ‘inten-
sity’ and ‘direction’ simultaneously [1],
• Array signal processing, where the phase and amplitude of the received
array processes are modelled as complex-valued [4],
• Direction of arrival estimation and smart antennas [5, 6],
• Applications of adaptive filtering, such as in data communication, where the
amplitude remains constant and the information is encoded in phase [7, 8],
1This example is taken from [1].
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• Design of brain computer interfacing (BCI) where the synchronisation of
spike events can be simply modelled in C [9],
• Magnetic source imaging methods, such as magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and functional MRI (fMRI) [10, 11],
• Analysis of highly-correlated multichannel bio-signals, such as brain signals
or electroencephalography (EEG) [12, 13].
Presence of the complex-valued data in different signal processing areas has led to
the development of complex-valued algorithms. For instance, a least mean square
(LMS) adaptive algorithm is one of the most well-known algorithms which was
first established in 1959 by Widrow and Hoff. In 1975, Widrow adapted LMS for
the complex domain, known as complex LMS (CLMS), to process two-dimensional
data [14]. Similar to the majority of the complex-valued algorithms, Widrow’s
CLMS was a direct extension of the real domain statistics to C. In other words,
the transpose operator ()T was replaced by the Hermitian operator ()H , and the
covariance matrix E[xxT ] in R became E[xxH ] in C.
However, Neeser [15] and Picinbono [16] showed that this assumption is only true
for the complex-valued signals with vanishing pseudo-covariance matrices, known
as second-order circular (proper) data. They demonstrated that any algorithm
based on the direct extension of statistics from R to C would not be optimal
for the second-order non-circular (improper) data. To address this limitation,
the complex ‘augmented’ statistics were introduced to consider both covariance
E[xxH ] and pseudo-covariance E[xxT ] matrices and cater for the generality of
complex-valued processes [15, 17, 18].
In this regard, the conventional CLMS was improved as an augmented CLMS (A-
CLMS) algorithm [19]. To date, complex-valued algorithms based on augmented
statistics have been used in several areas such as biomedical applications [13,
20, 21], adaptive signal processing [22], prediction [23], communications [24], and
estimation of direction of arrival [25] for the generality of complex-valued data.
Besides the progress in C, advances in multidimensional sensor technologies have
highlighted the need for signal processing algorithms in the quaternion domain
due to its great potential for modelling of three- and four-dimensional data. Dur-
ing the last decade, the interest in quaternion signal processing has greatly in-
creased and different communities have pursued research focused on the quater-
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nion domain. For example, the 19th European Signal Processing Conference
(EUSIPCO) hosted a tutorial on the fundamentals of quaternion signal process-
ing and the Elsevier journal Signal Processing is organising a special issue on
hyper-complex signal processing.
Recently, several signal processing tools have been developed for the quaternion
domain. For instance, quaternion Fourier transform [26, 27, 28] and quaternion
principal component analysis (PCA) [29] have been introduced for colour image
processing. Also, quaternions have been used in adaptive signal processing algo-
rithms, such as quaternion LMS (QLMS) [30] and quaternion Kalman filtering
(QKF) [31, 32]. Similarly to the complex domain, the augmented statistics have
been established for the quaternion domain to exploit the full second-order infor-
mation and cater for the generality of quaternion-valued processes [33, 34, 35].
This was achieved by considering the complementary covariance matrices as well
as the standard covariance matrix.
Although modelling based on augmented statistics has been effectively exploited
in various applications, there are still certain areas which lack quaternion-valued
algorithms. For instance, blind source separation (BSS) is one of the most impor-
tant areas which can leverage the multidimensionality of the quaternion domain.
BSS which was first introduced by Herault and Jutten [36], refers to the recovery
of the underlying sources from a set of observations without any training data.
BSS is a well-known problem in statistical signal processing, which requires un-
supervised machine learning, and is relevant to various areas such as biomedical
signal processing and digital communications [37, 38]. However, there are a lim-
ited number of algorithms which can address BSS in the quaternion domain [39].
Thus, novel quaternion-valued algorithms for solving the source separation prob-
lems are much needed.
A stumbling block in the development of quaternion-valued algorithms has been
the lack of joint diagonalisation of covariance matrices in H. As such, the eigen-
based analysis has been carefully revisited to uncover possible solutions and facil-
itate further developments of the quaternion-valued algorithms which can assist
in tasks such as feature extraction and source separation.
In short, this thesis aims to make use of the latest advances of augmented statistics
into the eigen-based framework to develop novel complex- and quaternion-valued
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Figure 1.2: A diagram summarising the applications of the proposed algorithms
in this thesis.
algorithms with applications in denoising [20], prediction [40], source separa-
tion [21, 41], and feature extraction for classification [21, 42], see Fig. 1.2.
The next section elaborates how the research undertaken in this thesis led to the
development of novel algorithms.
1.2 Objectives
In the light of the above overview on complex- and quaternion-valued signal
processing algorithms, the focus of this work is categorised as follows:
1. To develop complex- and quaternion-valued eigen-based algorithms exploiting
augmented statistics. In the first part of this thesis, the augmented complex-
and quaternion-valued singular spectrum analyses2 (A-CSSA and A-QSSA)
have been developed and used in EEG analysis [20, 21].
2. To propose a novel algebraic framework to facilitate the derivation of al-
gorithms in the quaternion domain. In spite of the rapid developments in
2The usefulness of SSA in biomedical and rehabilitation applications has been already con-
firmed in several studies, e.g. for separation of electromyography (EMG) and heart signals [43],
restoration of lung sound from heart sound [44], and assessment of movement disabilities [45].
Furthermore, the enhanced estimation of the brain rhythms by SSA offered the accurate detec-
tion of two stages of sleep in [46].
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H, one of its shortcomings lies in the lack of joint diagonalisation method-
ologies. Thus, in the second part of this thesis, a number of novel matrix
factorisations have been proposed to address the joint diagonalisation of
matrices in H and to enable the development of quaternion-valued algo-
rithms [41]. In particular, the quaternion uncorrelating transform (QUT)
has been introduced to diagonalise the standard covariance matrix E[xxH ]
and a complementary covariance matrix E[xxH ], simultaneously.
3. To develop quaternion-valued algorithms using the proposed algebraic frame-
work. The QUT technique has been used to generalise a spatial filtering
algorithm for the quaternion domain. In this regard, a special class of
quaternion common spatial patterns (QCSP) has been introduced to model
the co-channel coupling of multichannel processes and incorporate the in-
formation on their power difference.
The benefits of A-CSSA and A-QSSA have been demonstrated in terms of EEG
analysis to attenuate the unwanted background [20] and to decompose the mul-
tichannel EEG data [21]. In addition, the effectiveness of QUT has been demon-
strated in an Alamouti-based source separation problem [41], and QCSP has been
used for EEG analysis in BCI applications and gait data classification [42].
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organised in seven chapters which are summarised below.
Chapter 2 includes principal concepts which are key to the development of the
work presented in this thesis. This chapter first reviews the complex and quater-
nion domain and their corresponding algebra. Then, it describes the notion of
circularity and augmented statistics for both complex- and quaternion-valued
processes. Finally, this chapter provides a top level overview of eigen-based tech-
niques, including the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) and singular value decom-
position (SVD), and their applications in principal component analysis (PCA).
In Chapter 3, a novel augmented complex-valued SSA (A-CSSA) is introduced for
the decomposition of both proper and improper complex-valued processes. The
usefulness of the proposed method has been shown for (i) prediction of complex-
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valued data and (ii) EEG analysis.
Chapter 4 describes an augmented quaternion-valued SSA (A-QSSA) by gener-
alising the multivariate SSA algorithm for the quaternion domain. Furthermore,
in this chapter, two approaches are established to exploit the frequency diversity
of the data, and provide automatic detection of the desired subspaces. The ef-
fectiveness of these methods has been demonstrated in the context of sleep EEG
analysis.
In Chapter 5, a number of novel matrix factorisations are introduced to provide
the joint diagonalisation of quaternion covariance matrices. In particular, the
quaternion uncorrelating transform (QUT) is developed to simultaneously diag-
onalise the standard covariance matrix and a desired complementary-covariance
matrix. The benefits of this method have been illustrated in an Alamouti-based
source separation problem.
Chapter 6 reviews a quaternion common spatial patterns (QCSP) which is derived
based on the proposed QUT in previous chapter. Furthermore, this chapter
establishes a novel generalised QCSP (G-QCSP) algorithm to incorporate the
information on power differences between the data channels. This method has
been successfully used for the classification of bio-signals such as EEG and gait
data.
Finally, Chapter 7 provides the summary of this thesis, and some suggestions for
future work.
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Chapter 2
Background of Complex and
Hyper-complex Domain
2.1 Complex Domain
2.1.1 History of Complex Numbers
The notion of a new ‘number’ normally comes from the need to solve a specific
problem. For example, complex numbers originated from the necessity to solve
equations such as a2 =  1. The problem of taking square roots of negative
numbers was initially mentioned by Heron of Alexandria, around 60 AD [1].
Some years later, mathematicians encountered a similar problem for solving the
equations with no real roots. These works eventually led to the introduction of
a new set of numbers called complex numbers. They were firstly introduced by
Girolamo Cardano in 1545 as a tool for finding real roots of a ‘depressed’ cubic
equation1. However, complex numbers were only accepted after their geometric
representation2 in 1797 [1]. Since then, many works were performed to complete
the study of complex numbers and they all resulted in what today is known as
the complex domain.
1‘Depressed cubic’ refers to a type of equation with no square term.
2Geometric representation of the complex numbers was introduced by John Wallis in 1685
and Caspar Wessel in 1797.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of a complex r.va. z and its conjugate z
2.1.2 Complex Numbers
A complex random variable (r.va.) z is defined as z = zr + |z| where zr and z|
are real numbers and | is the imaginary unit satisfying |2 =  1. In other words,
any complex number consists of its real (R[]) and imaginary (I[]) parts, and the
set of all complex numbers is defined by C:
z = R[z] + |I[z] = zr + |z| 2 C (2.1)
The term conjugate of a complex number refers to a number with the same real
part but an imaginary part of equal magnitude and opposite sign [1]. Thus,
conjugate of a complex r.va. z = zr + |z| is given by z = zr   |z|. Using
the conjugate operator, the modulus of a complex number z is calculated as
kzk = pzz =pz2r + z2| . Note that an alternative notation of a non-zero complex
variable is the polar form z = kzk exp(|) in which  represents the phase angle
of z:
z = zr + |z| = kzk exp(|) = kzk(cos + | sin )
8<: kzk > 0 = arg[z]; tan  = z|
zr
(2.2)
Therefore, each complex number is associated with a point (zr,z|) on a plane, see
Fig. 2.1. Similar to the complex variables, a D-variate complex random vector
(r.vc.) z is given by z = zr+ |z| 2 CD where zr and z| are D-variate real random
vectors. The Euclidean norm of such complex vector is defined as kzk =
p
zHz
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in which ()H is the Hermitian operator, i.e. conjugate transpose. Note that
the expectation of a r.vc. z is given by E[z] = E[zr] + |E[z|]. For simplicity of
presentation, all r.vc.’s have been assumed to be zero-mean.
2.1.3 Complex Circularity
For a complex r.vc. z = zr + |z|, there are two important covariance matrices
defined as [47]:
Covariance: Cz = E[zzH ] = E[zrzTr ] + E[z|zT| ]  |E[zrzT| ] + |E[z|zTr ]
Pseudo-covariance: Pz = E[zzT ] = E[zrzTr ]  E[z|zT| ] + |E[zrzT| ] + |E[z|zTr ]
(2.3)
Remark 2.1.1. The covariance matrix Cz is Hermitian where Cz = CHz , and
the pseudo-covariance matrix Pz is symmetric as Pz = PTz [48].
Note that the pseudo-covariance matrix Pz accounts for the correlation and
power differences between the real and imaginary components. Thus, Pz van-
ishes if zr and z| have a skew-symmetric3 cross-covariance matrix with equal
auto-covariance matrices, i.e. E[zrzT| ] =  E[z|zTr ] and E[zrzTr ] = E[z|zT| ] [1].
This condition represents an important statistical description of a complex r.vc.
called second-order circularity or properness - as next discussed.
For a complex r.vc. z, circularity refers to the rotation invariability of its prob-
ability distribution, see Fig. 2.2. Hence, the process z is circular if z and z =
z exp(|) for any , have the same probability distributions [49], i.e. if Cz = Cz
and Pz = Pz where:
Cz = E[z exp(|)zH exp( |)] = E[zzH ] = Cz
Pz = E[z exp(|)zT exp(|)] = E[zzT ] exp(2|) = Pz exp(2|)
(2.4)
Since Cz = Cz, circularity of z depends on its pseudo-covariance matrix, mean-
ing that Pz must vanish4 to satisfy Pz = Pz. Therefore, an important measure
3A skew-symmetric matrix E[zrzT| ] has a diagonal of zeros implying that the real and imag-
inary parts of z are uncorrelated.
4Observe that all circular complex r.vc.’s have P = 0, however the converse is not always
true. A complex-valued process with vanishing pseudo-covariance matrix is called proper.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the scatter plots for a r.vc. z for both circular and
non-circular cases.
in statistical signal processing is the circularity coefficient which identifies the
nature of complex-valued signals. Circularity coefficient of a r.va. z is defined
as [18]:
 =
jPzj
jCzj (2.5)
where Cz and Pz are scalar covariance and pseudo-covariance values. Note that
 = 1 represents a highly non-circular (improper) signal, while  = 0 corresponds
to a circular (proper) process in terms of second-order statistics. In general, a
circular r.vc. z has zero pseudo-covariance E[zzT ] = 0, while a non-circular r.vc.
has E[zzT ] 6= 0. Thus, as shown by Neeser [15] and Picinbono [16], the basic
complex covariance is only optimal for proper data. However, full second-order
statistics of a general complex process can be obtained by considering both the
covariance (Cz) and the pseudo-covariance (Pz) matrices [18].
2.1.4 Complex Augmented Statistics
Typically, the statistics of complex domain C are considered as the direct exten-
sion of R statistics. For example, it is assumed that the covariance matrix of a
r.vc. z = zr + |z| 2 CD could be simply defined by replacing the standard trans-
pose5 operator (:)T with Hermitian (:)H , i.e. Cz = E[zzH ]. However, according to
Eq. (2.3), the generated covariance matrix Cz is only optimal for the proper pro-
cesses. Therefore, ‘augmented’ statistics have been established to cater for both
covariance and pseudo-covariance matrices to generalise second-order statistics
5The second-order statistics of a D-variate real r.vc. z 2 R is calculated by the covariance
matrix E[zzT ] 2 R.
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for both circular and non-circular data.
To introduce the augmented statistics, recall that for a complex process z =
zr+ |z|, the elements of the corresponding bivariate signal in R2 can be retrieved
as:
zr =
1
2
(z+ z) z| =
1
2|
(z  z) (2.6)
These examples illustrate that statistical modelling in C should consider joint
statistical properties of z and z [17]. This can be achieved using the augmented
basis vectorz given by
z =
"
z
z
#
= 	zR =
"
I |I
I  |I
#"
zr
z|
#
2 C2D (2.7)
where I 2 RDD is the identity matrix, zR is the bivariate correspondence of z in
R and 	 is the transformation matrix to project a point from R to C domain.
Remark 2.1.2. Note that inverse of the mapping 	 is given by 	 1 = 1
2
	H .
Thus, zR can be retrieved as zR = 12	Hz. This demonstrates the duality between
the real and complex domains with the scaling factor of 1
2
.
Based on the augmented processz, the full second-order statistics can be obtained
by calculating the augmented covariance matrix Cz as [1]:
Cz = E[zzH ] = E
"
Cz Pz
Pz Cz
#
(2.8)
Since Cz comprises of both Cz and Pz, it captures the complete statistics of a
complex vector for second-order circular and non-circular processes.
In addition to the complex numbers, Sir William Rowan Hamilton introduced
the extension of complex numbers known as quaternion domain [50], which is
discussed in the next section.
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2.2 Quaternion Domain
2.2.1 History of Quaternion Numbers
Hamilton introduced quaternions as a generalisation of complex numbers in 1834 [50].
In the complex domain, the numbers are represented by points in a two-dimensional
space. However, Hamilton aimed to extend the complex domain into a third
dimension, so that the points and their relationship can be described in a three-
dimensional space. Although it was expected that direct extension of complex
numbers would require three components, Hamilton proposed that the quaternion
system consists of four numbers. The need for four numbers can be understood
as three components describe the rotation axes in three-dimensional space, and
the fourth component describes the angle of rotation.
2.2.2 Quaternion Numbers
The quaternion domain H is a four-dimensional vector space over the real domain
spanned by the basis f1; {; |; g as:
[qr; q{; q|; q]
T 2 R4 ! qr + {q{ + |q| + q 2 H (2.9)
A quaternion r.va. q comprises of a scalar (real) part R[] and a vector part (pure
quaternion) I[] which consists of three imaginary components:
q = R[q] + I[q]
= R[q] + ({I{[q] + |I|[q] + I[q])
= qr + {q{ + |q| + q
(2.10)
where the imaginary vectors {, | and  are orthogonal unit vectors satisfying:
{| =  |{ =  | =  | = { { =  { = |
{2 = |2 = 2 = {| =  1
(2.11)
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Similar to the polar representation of complex numbers, a quaternion r.va. q can
be expressed in the Euler form as [51, 52]:
q = kqk(cos + sin ) = kqk exp()
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
kqk =
q
q2r + q
2
{ + q
2
| + q
2

 = arg[q]; tan  =
p
q2{ + q
2
| + q
2

qr
 =
{q{ + |q| + qp
q2{ + q
2
| + q
2

(2.12)
in which  and  are the axis and angle of q, respectively. The product of two
quaternions q1 and q2 is defined as:
q1q2 = R[q1]R[q2]  I[q1]  I[q2] +R[q1]I[q2] +R[q2]I[q1] + I[q1] I[q2] (2.13)
where ‘’ denotes cross-product and ‘’ is the dot-product.
Remark 2.2.1. Note that the identities in Eq. (2.11) demonstrate the non-
commutative property of quaternion products where q1q2 6= q2q1. However, these
multiplications are associative and distributive.
The quaternion conjugate operator is denoted by () where q is given by:
q = R[q]  I[q] = qr   {q{   |q|   q (2.14)
Using the conjugate operator, the modulus and inverse of a quaternion q are
respectively denoted by kqk and q 1 where:
kqk = pqq =
q
q2r + q
2
{ + q
2
| + q
2

q 1 =
q
kqk2
(2.15)
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For two quaternions q1 and q2 the followings properties hold:
kq1q2k = kq1kkq2kq1q2
 = kq1q 12 k
(q1q2)
 1 = q 12 q
 1
1
q1q
 1
2 6= q 12 q1
q1q
 1
1 = q
 1
1 q1 = 1
(q1q2)
 = q2q

1
(2.16)
2.2.2.1 Quaternion Involutions
An important notion for the quaternion domain is the so-called ‘involution’ opera-
tor which represents a self-inverse mapping. For a quaternion r.vc. q, involutions
about the {, | and  imaginary unit axes are defined as [34]:
q =  q,  2 f{; |; g ! q{ =  {q{ = qr + {q{   |q|   q
q| =  |q| = qr   {q{ + |q|   q
q =  q = qr   {q{   |q| + q
(2.17)
whose conjugates are given by:
q{ = qr   {q{ + |q| + q
q| = qr + {q{   |q| + q
q = qr + {q{ + |q|   q
(2.18)
Remark 2.2.2. Note that conjugate of a quaternion involution illustrates a rota-
tion along a single unit axis, while the quaternion conjugate operator (:) provides
a rotation along all three imaginary axes.
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The quaternion conjugate and involutions have the following properties [53]:
(q) = q;  2 f{; |; g
(q1)2 = (q2)1 = q3 for 1 6= 2 6= 3
(q1 + q2) = q1 + q2
(q1q2) = q1q2
q = 1
2
[q{ + q{ + q   q]
(2.19)
2.2.3 Quaternion Circularity
Properness of complex-valued processes is a well-known subject in signal process-
ing which was initiated by Neeser [15]. Similarly, the concept of properness can
be extended to the quaternion domain [33, 54]. For a quaternion r.vc. q, there
are four important covariance matrices defined as:
Covariance: Cq = E[qqH ]
{  covariance: Cq{ = E[qq{H ]
|  covariance: Cq| = E[qq|H ]
  covariance: Cq = E[qqH ]
(2.20)
where Cq represents the standard covariance matrix and Cq is called the com-
plementary or - covariance matrix,  2 f{; |; g. The structures of these matrices
are detailed in Table. 2.1.
Remark 2.2.3. Observe that the standard covariance matrix Cq is Hermi-
tian, while the -covariance matrix Cq is -Hermitian, i.e. Cq = CHq ,
 2 f{; |; g [55].
Similar to the complex domain, circularity in the quaternion domain is char-
acterised by the degree of correlation and/or power difference between imagi-
nary components relative to the real component, see Table. 2.1. Note that the
additional degrees of freedom in the quaternion domain allow for two types of
properness so-called ‘H-properness’ and ‘C-properness’ [33, 54].
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Table 2.1: The standard and -covariance matrices of q in terms of its real
components.
Cq Cq{
R[]E[qrqTr ] + E[q{qT{ ] + E[q|qT| ] + E[qqT ]E[qrqTr ] + E[q{qT{ ]  E[q|qT| ]  E[qqT ]
I{[]E[q{qTr ]  E[qrqT{ ] + E[qqT| ]  E[q|qT ]E[q{qTr ]  E[qrqT{ ] + E[q|qT ]  E[qqT| ]
I|[]E[q|qTr ]  E[qrqT| ] + E[q{qT ]  E[qqT{ ]E[qrqT| ] + E[q|qTr ]  E[qqT{ ]  E[q{qT ]
I[]E[qqTr ]  E[qrqT ] + E[q|qT{ ]  E[q{qT| ]E[qqTr ] + E[qrqT ] + E[q{qT| ] + E[q|qT{ ]
Cq| Cq
R[]E[qrqTr ]  E[q{qT{ ] + E[q|qT| ]  E[qqT ]E[qrqTr ]  E[q{qT{ ]  E[q|qT| ] + E[qqT ]
I{[]E[q{qTr ] + E[qrqT{ ] + E[qqT| ] + E[q|qT ]E[q{qTr ] + E[qrqT{ ]  E[q|qT ]  E[qqT| ]
I|[]E[q|qTr ]  E[qrqT| ]  E[qqT{ ] + E[q{qT ]E[qrqT| ] + E[q|qTr ] + E[qqT{ ] + E[q{qT ]
I[]E[qqTr ] + E[qrqT ]  E[q{qT| ]  E[q|qT{ ]E[qqTr ]  E[qrqT ] + E[q{qT| ]  E[q|qT{ ]
• C-properness
A quaternion process q is called C-proper with respect to a specific imag-
inary unit  if q d= exp()q for one and only one imaginary unit  = {,
|, or  [33]. In other words, q is C-proper if it is only correlated with q
meaning that all the complementary covariances vanish except for Cq =
EfqqHg 6= 0.
• H-properness
On the other hand, q is H-proper if q d= exp()q for any unit quaternion
 where  2 f{; |; g [33]. For an H-proper process q all the complementary
covariances must vanish6:
Cq{ = Cq| = Cq = 0 (2.21)
Hence,
E[qrqTr ] = E[q{qT{ ] = E[q|qT| ] = E[qqT ]
E[q{qTr ] =  E[qrqT{ ] = E[qqT| ] =  E[q|qT ]
E[q|qTr ] =  E[qrqT| ] = E[q{qT ] =  E[qqT{ ]
E[qqTr ] =  E[qrqT ] = E[q|qT{ ] =  E[q{qT| ]
(2.22)
Similar to the complex domain, an important key to assess the nature of a quater-
6To satisfy second-order circularity, the -covariance matrices of q and q should be equal,
i.e. C(q) = Cq . In order for this equality to exist, both C(q) and Cq must vanish, since
C(q) = Cq exp(2) for ;  2 f{; |; g and  6= .
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nion r.va. q is the circularity coefficient given by:
 =
jCq{j+ jCq|j+ jCqj
3jCqj (2.23)
in which Cq and Cq are scalar covariance and -covariance values. Note that
 = 0 corresponds to an H-proper source, whereas  = 1 indicates a fully H-
improper data.
For an H-proper data, full second-order statistics are captured using the standard
covariance matrix. However, most quaternion signals are naturally improper and
their analysis requires complementary covariance matrices as well as the standard
covariance matrix. This is addressed using the quaternion augmented statistics
— which is discussed next.
2.2.4 Quaternion Augmented Statistics
In the complex domain, the necessity to use both z and z laid the basis for the
complex augmented statistics, see Eq. (2.6). Analogously, to describe the quater-
nion augmented statistics, consider the relationship between the D-dimensional
quaternion process q = qr + {q{ + |q| + q 2 HD and elements of the corre-
sponding quadrivariate signal in R4 [34]:
qr =
1
2
(q+ q) q{ =
1
2{
(q  q{)
q| =
1
2|
(q  q|) q = 1
2
(q  q)
(2.24)
These equations illustrate that the quaternion statistics should contain all quater-
nion involutions q{, q| and q to access the complete second-order statistical
information. To this end, the augmented quaternion vector q is defined as [35]:
q =
266664
q
q{
q|
q
377775 = 	qR =
266664
I {I |I I
I {I  |I  I
I  {I |I  I
I  {I  |I I
377775
266664
qr
q{
q|
q
377775 2 H4D (2.25)
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where I 2 RDD is the identity matrix, qR is the quadrivariate correspondence of
q in R and	 is the transformation matrix to project a point from R toH domain.
Remark 2.2.4. Observe that inverse of the mapping 	 is given by 	 1 = 1
4
	H .
Thus, qR can be retrieved as qR = 14	Hq. This illustrates the duality between the
real and quaternion domains with the scaling factor of 1
4
.
The duality between q and qR can be exploited to capture full second-order
statistics of a quaternion r.vc. q. Its augmented covariance matrix Cq is given
by:
Cq = E[qqH ]
=
266664
Cq Cq{ Cq| Cq
C{q{ C{q C{q C{q|
C|q| C|q C|q C|q{
Cq Cq| Cq{ Cq
377775
(2.26)
in which Cq = E[qqH ] is the covariance matrix, Cq = E[qqH ] is the -
covariance matrix, and Ca is the -involution of Ca where a 2 fq;q{;q|;qg.
Since Cq includes the covariance and all the complementary covariance matrices,
it provides the complete second-order information for the generality of quaternion-
valued data.
To analyse and exploit any algebraic statistical structure within such matrices,
the common way is to make use of eigen-based methods, which is next reviewed.
2.3 Eigen-based Techniques
In linear algebra the terms eigenvalues and eigenvectors are rooted from a German
word ‘eigen’ which is translated as ‘characteristic’. Thus, eigenvalues of a linear
operator are those values which characterise the operator’s modes [56]. To define
the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors, consider a square matrix X 2 CDD
in the following equation
Xu = u (2.27)
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where  is a scalar value and u is aD-variate non-zero vector. The scalar value  is
called an eigenvalue ofX and u denotes a right eigenvector ofX associated with .
If a non-zero vector u satisfies uHX = uH , it is called a left eigenvector. Notice
that ‘eigenvector’ represents ‘right eigenvector’, unless otherwise stated [48, 56].
The set of all eigenvalues of X is called the spectrum of X denoted by (X).
Note that a square matrix X is singular if and only if 0 2 (X), i.e. Xu = 0 for
some u 6= 0 [48].
2.3.1 Eigenvalue Decomposition
To introduce the eigen-based decomposition algorithms, it is instructive to make
note of the following definitions [48]:
Definition 2.3.1. Two square matrices X;Y 2 CDD are called similar if there
exists a non-singular matrix S which satisfies
Y = S 1XS (2.28)
Definition 2.3.2. If matrix X 2 CDD is similar to a diagonal matrix , X is
called a diagonalisable matrix for which
 = S 1XS (2.29)
Since S is a non-singular matrix, this equation can be rewritten as XS = S.
Thus, columns of S are the eigenvectors of X and diagonal elements of  are
the eigenvalues of X [48]. In other words, Eq. (2.29) represents the eigenvalue
decomposition (EVD) of a diagonalisable square matrix X.
Note that symmetric and Hermitian matrices are special cases of square matrices
for which the following theorems hold [48, 56]:
Theorem 2.3.3. If X is symmetric (X = XT ) or Hermitian (X = XH), all
eigenvalues are real-valued and the corresponding eigenvectors are orthogonal7.
Theorem 2.3.4. A symmetric or Hermitian matrix X is positive semi-definite
if and only if its eigenvalues are non-negative, i.e. (X)  0
7Two vectors x and y are orthogonal if hx;yi = yHx = 0 [48].
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Theorem 2.3.5. This theorem, which is referred to as ‘Takagi-factorisation’ al-
gorithm, shows that a symmetric matrix X can be diagonalised with an orthogonal
matrix U (UUT = UTU = I and U 1 = UT ) as:
 = UTXU ! X = UUT (2.30)
Theorem 2.3.6. A Hermitian matrixX can be diagonalised with a unitary matrix
U (UUH = UHU = I and U 1 = UH) as:
 = UHXU ! X = UUH (2.31)
Remark 2.3.7. According to [48], if two Hermitian matrices X and Y commute8,
there exists a unitary matrix U such that x = UHXU and y = UHYU are
both diagonal. In this case, the eigenvalues of X+Y can be obtained as x+y.
The above remark provides the basis of common spatial patterns (CSP) algorithm
which is comprehensively discussed in Chapter 6.
2.3.2 Singular Value Decomposition
Recall that the EVD algorithm, including Theorem 2.3.5 and Theorem 2.3.6,
is only optimal for factorisation of square matrices. However, a general matrix
X 2 CDN , considering D < N , can be factorised using the singular value de-
composition (SVD) algorithm as [48].
X =WVH (2.32)
in which the elements of  are called singular values of X, and the columns ofW
and V denote left- and right- singular vectors of X, respectively. W is a D D
unitary matrix and V is an N  N unitary matrix and  is a D  N diagonal
matrix with non-negative entries placed in the descending order, i.e.
8Two matrices X and Y commute if XY = YX [48].
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the SVD algorithm for a general matrix X 2 CDN .
W = [w1;    ;wD] V = [v1;    ;vN ]
 =
2666664
1 0    0 0    0
0 2
. . . ... ... ...
... . . . . . . 0 ... ...
0    0 D 0    0
3777775 1  2      r > r+1 =    = D = 0
(2.33)
where value ‘r’ refers to the rank of X and it represents the number of non-zero
singular values of X. The SVD of X 2 CDN is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Remark 2.3.8. Observe that the i-th row of the initial matrix X can be obtained
as X[i;N ] =W[i;D]VH .
2.3.2.1 On Relationship Between SVD and EVD
Using the SVD algorithm, a general matrix X is factorised as X = WVH ,
hence:
XXH = (WVH)(WVH)H =WVHVWH =W2WH
XHX = (WVH)H(WVH) = VWHWVH = V2VH
(2.34)
On the other hand, since XXH and XHX are Hermitian, they can be factorised
via EVD as UUH . Therefore, this factorisation along with Eq. (2.34) implies
the following conditions [48]:
• the singular values of X (the elements of ) are the non-negative square
roots of eigenvalues of XXH or XHX,
• left singular vectors of X (the columns of W) are eigenvectors of XXH ,
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• right singular vectors of X (the columns of V) are eigenvectors of XHX
sorted with respect to their corresponding eigenvalues.
In other words, the SVD of a general matrix X 2 CDN can be represented in
terms of two EVD algorithms. The SVD of a given matrix X with rank r can be
rewritten as:
X =
rX
i=1
iwivHi (2.35)
where (i;wi;vi) is called the i-th eigentriple set of X.
2.3.3 Eigen-based Techniques for Quaternion Domain
Eigen-based algorithms have been introduced for the complex domain. However,
due to the non-commutativity of quaternion multiplications, each left (l) and
right (r) eigenvalue of a square quaternion matrix X 2 HDD should be treated
independently as:
Xuql = luql
Xuqr = uqrr
(2.36)
where uql and uqr are non-zero quaternion vectors. Therefore, a quaternion matrix
X has a left and a right spectrum, l(X) and r(X) respectively, which contains all
the corresponding eigenvalues. For a quaternion matrix X, standard eigenvalues
represent the right eigenvalues of X [53].
In analogy to the complex domain, the concept of similarity and SVD can be
defined for the quaternion domain. Two square matricesX;Y 2 HDD are similar
if there exists an invertible quaternion matrix Sq such that [53]:
Y = S 1q XSq (2.37)
Note that similar quaternion matrices have identical standard eigenvalues, how-
ever, this is not the case for their left eigenvalues and their traces9 [53]. Moreover,
the SVD of an arbitrary quaternion matrix was theoretically analysed by Zhang
in 1997 [53]. He showed that a quaternion matrix X 2 HDN can be factorised
9The trace of a square matrix represents the sum of its main diagonal elements [53].
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as:
X =WqVHq (2.38)
where Wq and Vq are unitary quaternion-valued matrices representing the left
and right singular vectors of X, and  is a diagonal matrix whose elements
are singular values of X. The computation of the quaternion SVD (Q-SVD)
algorithm was first introduced based on the isomorphism between a quaternion
matrix and a complex adjoint matrix [51, 53]. However, due to the redundancy of
the complex adjoint matrix10, the computational complexity of this technique was
significant [57]. Hence, Sangwine and Le Bihan proposed an optimal approach
to calculate the Q-SVD using quaternion Householder11 transformations [57]. To
this end, they demonstrated that an arbitrary quaternion matrix X 2 HDN ,
considering D < N , can be transformed to a real or complex bidiagonal matrix
Z as:
Z = LXR (2.39)
where L 2 HDD and R 2 HNN are unitary matrices. Since L and R are
unitary, X can be rewritten as X = LHZRH . Thus, considering the SVD of Z,
the SVD of X is given by:
X = LH(WVH)RH (2.40)
in which LHW and VHRH can be used to obtain the left and right singular
vectors of X, and  are singular values of X - identical to singular values of Z.
Another important decomposition in the complex domain is the Takagi factorisa-
tion of a symmetric matrix, see Theorem 2.3.5. However, the quaternion Takagi
(Q-Takagi) factorisation is defined for an -Hermitian matrix X where X = XH ,
 2 f{; |; g. The Q-Takagi of X is given by [55, 58]:
X = UqUHq (2.41)
in which Uq is a unitary quaternion matrix and  is a real non-negative diagonal
matrix whose elements are the singular values of X.
10Further details of the complex adjoint matrix and computation of the Q-SVD can be found
in [51] and [53], respectively.
11For full description of quaternion Householder transformations see [57].
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2.3.4 Eigen-based Decompositions in Signal Processing
The eigen-based decomposition algorithms, including EVD and SVD, play an
important role in signal processing. These techniques have been used in sev-
eral tools and applications such as Karhunen-Loève expansion [56], whitening
transformation, principal component analysis (PCA), singular spectrum analy-
sis (SSA), independent component analysis (ICA), and blind source separation
(BSS) [56] - among which applications of interest are discussed below.
2.3.4.1 Karhunen-Loève
To introduce the Karhunen-Loève expansion [56], consider a D-variate zero-mean
r.vc. x with the covariance matrix Cx = E[xxH ] which can be factorised as
Cx = UUH via the EVD algorithm. Using the eigenvectors U, generate the
zero-mean r.vc. y:
y = UHx so that E[yyH ] =  (2.42)
Note that the above equation illustrates that y holds the uncorrelated compo-
nents. Therefore, the original vector x can be obtained as:
x = Uy (2.43)
where the elements of x are defined as a linear combination of orthogonal vectors
with uncorrelated coefficients. This representation is called the Karhunen-Loève
expansion of x.
2.3.4.2 Whitening
In linear algebra a zero-mean r.vc. x is called ‘white’ if its elements are uncor-
related and they have unit variances. In other words, the covariance matrix of a
white vector is an identity matrix, i.e. E[xxH ] = I [37]. Recall that according
to Eq. (2.42), the filter UH projects the data into the D-dimensional space with
uncorrelated components. Hence, to find a whitening transformation, an extra
step is required to make these projections unit variant, see Fig. 2.4. This can be
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(a) Original data x
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(b) Decorrelated data
using UH
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(c) Whitened data
using U  12UH
Figure 2.4: Illustration of (a) the original two-dimensional data, (b) the decor-
related data, and (c) the whitened data. The decorrelation and whitening trans-
formation is performed using the EVD of Cx.
achieved using   12 where  is the diagonal matrix whose entries are eigenvalues
of Cx. The final whitening transformation is given by:
M = U  12UH (2.44)
so that the covariance matrix of the whitened data Mx is an identity:
E[(Mx)(Mx)H ] = E[MxxHMH ] = E[U  12UHUUHU  12UH ] = I (2.45)
Traditionally, the whitening transformation has been used for joint diagonalisa-
tion of complex-valued matrices. In the same spirit, here, the whitening trans-
formation of quaternion-valued processes has been improved to simultaneously
diagonalise two quaternion-valued matrices and formulate the quaternion uncor-
relating transform. Further details can be found in Chapter 5.
2.3.4.3 Principal Component Analysis
The concept of principal component analysis (PCA) is similar to the Karhunen-
Loève expansion. Given a set of multivariate measurements, the PCA algorithm
aims to find a smaller set of variables, with less statistical correlation, which
represents most of the observed variance of the original data [37]. To this end,
the PCA algorithm projects the data X into an orthogonal coordinate system so
that (i) the elements of X in the new system become uncorrelated, and (ii) the
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projections of X on the new coordinate axes are maximised, i.e. the first axis
holds the maximum variance, and so on [37]. Considering the zero-mean data
X, a solution to the PCA problem is obtained using the unit length eigenvectors
(~u1;    ; ~uD) of the covariance matrix Cx. If the corresponding eigenvalues are
placed in the descending order, the i-th principal component (PC) is given by
~uHi X and its variance is identical to the i-th eigenvalue of Cx [37].
Note that for a D  N space-time matrix X, the conventional PCA provides
spatial PCs which are the eigen solutions of the covariance matrix E[XXH ].
However, the temporal PCs can be obtained as eigen solutions of E[XHX] where
time samples are considered as the variables [59]. In other words, the spatial and
temporal PCs can be obtained by calculating the left and right singular vectors
of X.
Unlike the conventional PCA which uses the covariance matrix to provide spatial
information, the singular spectrum analysis12 (SSA) of a single channel process
x is calculated based on the lag-covariance matrix [60]. Therefore, the basic SSA
provides information on a purely temporal signal. To address this limitation,
multichannel SSA (M-SSA) has been established to consider both spatial and
temporal information using the lag-covariance matrix of a multichannel data.
Hence, the M-SSA has the temporal capabilities of SSA and it also has the ad-
vantage of PCA for extracting the dominant spatial patterns. Until recently, the
SSA algorithm had been established only for the real domain. Thus, in this thesis
the augmented complex and quaternion SSA (A-CSSA and A-QSSA) have been
developed to cater for the generality of data in C and H. The details of SSA and
the novel A-CSSA and A-QSSA are respectively discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
12Full description of SSA can be found in the next chapter.
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Complex-valued Singular
Spectrum Analysis
3.1 Univariate Singular Spectrum Analysis
Recently singular spectrum analysis (SSA) has been introduced as a powerful non-
parametric method to the signal processing community1 [40]. In general, SSA is
a subspace-based method which uses SVD of a specific matrix generated from the
original data. The concept of subspace-based algorithms for signal processing was
initially proposed in the 18th century. However, the notion of SSA was introduced
by Broomhead and King in 1986 [60], where they stated that SSA can provide
information about the unknown or partially known dynamics of the data. Over
time, SSA has received much attention from different scientific communities - the
most important contributions to SSA are [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66].
SSA is now widely accepted as a standard analysis tool in diverse areas, such
as climate [61], meteorological, bio-signal processing [67], image processing, eco-
nomics [68], earth science, and geophysical research. The usefulness of basic SSA
has been shown in the following applications [66]:
• Extraction of the general underlying trend,
• Smoothing the original signal as a noise reduction algorithm,
1This chapter reviews our published work on augmented complex-valued singular spectrum
analysis [20, 40].
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• Extraction of periodic components, e.g. extraction of seasonality or cycles
with small and large periods,
• Finding structures in short time series,
• Enveloping the highly oscillating signals with slowly varying amplitude,
• Source separation,
• Prediction.
To appreciate the applications of thw SSA algorithm, the procedure of SSA is
comprehensively discussed in the following section.
3.1.1 Real-valued Univariate SSA
The conventional univariate SSA aims to represent the original signal as the
sum of a number of interpretable components2 which can be identified as a slow
varying trend, periodic, or quasi-periodic component or noise. This is achieved
by mapping a given signal in terms of eigenvectors and eigenvalues (or generally
eigentriples) using the SVD of a matrix generated from the original signal. The
basic SSA has two main stages, decomposition and reconstruction, each consists
of two further steps [69]:
1. Decomposition
(a) Embedding
(b) Singular value decomposition
2. Reconstruction
(a) Grouping
(b) Diagonal averaging
2Observe the similarity to the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), however, EMD is
more an empirical method without very strong theoretical foundation [69].
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3.1.1.1 Decomposition
Embedding
In the basic univariate SSA, the original signal is considered as a one-dimensional
vector x = (x1; : : : ; xN) of length N . In the embedding stage, this vector is
mapped to a so-called multidimensional trajectory matrix F 2 RLK . The pa-
rameter L is defined as the window length (or embedding dimension) where
1 < L < N and K = N   L + 1. The embedding procedure generates ‘K’
lagged vectors fk and puts them as the columns of the trajectory matrix F:
fk = (xk; : : : ; xk+L 1)T 1  k  K
F = [f1 : : : : : fK ] = (fij)L;Ki;j=1
=
266664
x1 x2 x3    xK
x2 x3 x4    xK+1
... ... ... . . . ...
xL xL+1 xL+2    xN
377775
(3.1)
As shown, the first column in F is a segment of the original signal and the sec-
ond column is one-step lagged version of the first column and so on3. Thus, F
is a Hankel matrix in which the entries along the skew-diagonals are equal, i.e.
i+ j = const.
Singular value decomposition
In this step, SVD is applied to the generated real-valued trajectory matrix F.
Since the covariance matrix E[FFT ] is a symmetric-positive matrix, it can be
diagonalised as UUT in which  is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues placed
in decreasing order (1  2  : : :  L), and U is an orthogonal matrix of the
corresponding eigenvectors - similarly for E[FTF] with eigenvectors V. Thus,
the SVD of F can be defined in terms of the eigen decomposition of E[FFT ] and
E[FTF] as:
F = U 12VT (3.2)
3The trajectory matrix F represents the behaviour of the system in terms of the overlapping
views of the data through a sliding window of size L [70].
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The SVD of F decomposes it into a sum of rank-one matrices as:
F =
rX
i=1
Fi =
rX
i=1
p
iuivTi (3.3)
where Fi is called the elementary matrix [66] generated from the i-th eigentriple
set and r is the rank of F. Note that the contribution (in percentage) of the i-th
eigentriple set to the whole trajectory matrix F is given by:
cont(i) =
100
p
iPr
i=1
p
i
% (3.4)
3.1.1.2 Reconstruction
Grouping
The first part of the reconstruction stage consists of dividing the elementary
matrices Fi into a number of disjoint groups and adding the matrices within
each group. Thus, each group is represented by the so-called resultant matrix
~Fg 2 RLK and the trajectory matrix can be rewritten as a sum of several
resultant matrices [66]:
F =
mX
g=1
~Fg (3.5)
where m determines the total number of groups, index g defines the g-th sub-
group of eigentriples, and ~Fg is the sum of elementary matrices within group g.
Diagonal averaging
After splitting the SVD components, a specific resultant matrix ~Fg is selected
(often by following some criteria) to reconstruct the corresponding signal x^g by
Hankelisation algorithm4 or diagonal averaging5 (DA) as:
4The Hankelisation algorithm first transforms an arbitrary matrix X into a Hankel matrix
by replacing each skew-diagonal of X with its mean. Then, the generated Hankel matrix is
mapped to a signal [66].
5Diagonal averaging is a linear operation which maps the Hankel matrix of a data into the
initial data [66].
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~Fg =
266664
~f1;1 ~f1;2    ~fL;K
~f2;1 ~f2;2    ~f2;K+1
... ... . . . ...
~fL;1 ~fL;L+1    ~fL;N
377775 DA  ! x^g = [x^1; x^2; : : : ; x^N ] (3.6)
in which x^g is the reconstructed process with length N . Note that DA retrieves
the process by averaging along the elements with indices i+ j = const. In other
words, if ~fi;j refers to an entry of the matrix ~Fg, the n-th term of the reconstructed
signal is calculated by averaging all ~fi;j along all i; j such that (i + j = n + 1).
Hence, by selecting n = 1, x^1 = ~f1;1 and for n = 2, x^2 = ( ~f1;2 + ~f2;1)/2 and so
on. For the matrix ~Fg 2 RLK , considering L < K, the diagonal averaging is
formulated as [66]:
x^n =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
1
n
nP
i=1
~fi;n i+1 for 1  n < L
1
L
LP
i=1
~fi;n i+1 for L  n < K
1
N n+1
N K+1P
i=n K+1
~fi;n i+1 forK  n  N
(3.7)
Observe that according to Eq. (3.5), the initial data can be approximated by:
x 
mX
g=1
x^g (3.8)
3.1.1.3 Analysis of Window Length L
The window length L is the main parameter to determine the dimension of the
trajectory matrix. Unlike PCA where the number of subspaces is limited, the
subspaces in SSA can be adjusted by varying L [62]. Note that the trajectory
matrix has a symmetry property where the transposed matrix FT is the trajec-
tory matrix of the same process x with window length K = N  L+1 instead of
L. Thus, it is always reasonable to consider L  K or L  N+1
2
for a univariate6
SSA [66]. However, L should be large enough to incorporate the essential infor-
6For a multivariate data x 2 RDN , where D is the number of channels, the trajectory
matrix F is a DLK matrix. Thus, the maximum L is defined as DL  K, i.e. L  N+1D+1 .
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mation about the data variation. In other words, L should be sufficiently large to
cover the maximum desired periodicity [62] and reconstruct the minimum desired
frequency. In this case, each lagged vector fk can be considered as an individual
process, and collection of these vectors can be used to investigate their dynamical
characteristics. Moreover, it is common to select L as an integer multiplication of
the desired periodicity to extract harmonic components [66] - which is discussed
below.
3.1.1.4 Analysis of Grouping Procedure
One of the main applications of SSA is to smooth the original data and rep-
resent it as a sum of two processes: ‘signal’ (i.e. smooth approximation); and
‘noise’. Moreover, SSA can be used to identify and separate the specific oscilla-
tory components. Therefore, a main challenge in SSA is finding the group of the
eigentriples for reconstructing the component of interest. Although the grouping
procedure depends on the purpose of SSA algorithm, the common goal of this
stage is separation of the additive components.
In general, analysis of the eigenvalue spectrum and its pattern variation provide
a useful insight into the subset structures. For instance, if L is sufficiently large,
each oscillation is represented by a pair of eigentriples with close eigenvalues in
terms of amplitude. A similar case can be observed for a sum of different harmon-
ics with approximately the same amplitudes [66]. Note that in SSA the extracted
waveforms using eigenvectors are data-driven, rather than being restricted to si-
nusoidal shapes. As a result, if the data contains a non-linear oscillation, SSA
can capture it with a single pair of eigentriples, while a method with fixed-basis
functions, such as classical Fourier analysis, requires several harmonics of the
fundamental period [62, 71].
Fig. 3.1 illustrates a signal decomposed using basic SSA. As shown, the eigen-
values are placed in the decreasing order where the top eigenvalues represent the
dominant components. Thus, the reconstructed signal using the first two eigen-
triples reflect the slow varying trend with the maximum power, Fig. 3.1 (c). On
the other hand, the following pairs of eigenvalues (pair 3-4 and 9-10) refer to
two periodic components with different power, where the larger pair represents
the component with higher power, see Fig. 3.1 (d, f). Similarly, the eigenvalues
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Figure 3.1: A simple example for signal decomposition using basic SSA. Ac-
cording to the eigenvalue subspaces, the signal is decomposed to the trend (c),
periodic and quasi-periodic components (d, e, f) and noise (h). Similar to the
concept of PCA, the dimensionality is reduced by considering the dominant sub-
spaces. Thus, the smooth version is obtained using the first 10 eigentriples (g).
5-8 define a combination of periodic components with different frequencies, but
similar amplitudes.
As a rule of thumb, if noise corresponds to the high-frequency part of the data,
it is represented by a slowly decreasing sequence of eigenvalues. According to
Fig. 3.1 (b), the consecutive series after the first 10 eigenvalues correspond to the
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noise. Thus, it is expected to reconstruct the smooth version of the original signal
by grouping eigentriples 1-10, see Fig. 3.1 (g). Note that the power contribution
of the first ten eigentriples was 96% as calculated by Eq. (3.4).
3.2 Motivation for Complex SSA
In the previous section, SSA was introduced as a novel model-free technique for
signal processing and forecasting purposes. Despite all the advantages of SSA, one
of its drawbacks is that this concept is mostly developed for real-valued signals.
However, many important signal processing areas such as radar, telecommunica-
tion, or directional analysis contain complex-valued data. Thus, to process these
within the SSA framework, the standard SSA method needs to be extended to the
complex domain. Furthermore, another motivation for the extension of complex
SSA (CSSA) came from the concept of synchronisation between different signals.
Recall that synchronisation between different signals can be detected by using
the phase information of the signals; this information can be fully described by
the complex domain [72].
The simplest way to extend the method for complex-valued data is applying SSA
separately on real and imaginary parts of the signal. However, in this case, a
bivariate complex signal is represented as two independent univariate quantities
where the inherent information between real and imaginary parts is ignored [72].
As such, it is natural to develop CSSA to handle the complex-valued inputs.
The basic idea of CSSA was first established by Keppenne and Ghil in 1996 [73].
In 1992, Keppenne and Ghil developed an autoregressive prediction for signals
obtained from univariate SSA algorithm. Some years later, they introduced CSSA
for predicting the southern oscillation7, in which CSSA was first applied to the
complex signals, and the real and imaginary parts were then predicted separately.
Despite the notion of the CSSA, this algorithm was not detailed in [73], and it was
not clear how the two-channel SSA was compared with the one-channel CSSA [66].
Thus, this chapter aims to clarify the CSSA algorithm in detail for dealing with
the complex-valued data.
7The southern oscillation is a fluctuation in surface air pressure between the tropical eastern
and the western Pacific Ocean waters.
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Furthermore, it was shown in Section 2.1.4 that complete second-order statis-
tics can be obtained using the augmented statistics in which the covariance and
pseudo-covariance matrices are both considered. Thus, in this work the aug-
mented complex SSA (A-CSSA) is developed rather than basic CSSA to make
use of the complete second-order statistics for complex domain and cater for both
circular and non-circular processes [20, 40].
3.2.1 Augmented Complex SSA Algorithm
Similar to the basic univariate SSA algorithm, A-CSSA consists of two main
stages: decomposition and reconstruction. In the complex domain, the original
signal is considered as a one-dimensional complex vector x = (x1; : : : ; xN) 2 C.
In order to develop the basic CSSA, some statistics of the complex domain are
considered as the direct extension of C statistics. For example, covariance matrix
of the trajectory matrix F could simply be defined by replacing the standard
transpose operator (:)T with the Hermitian transpose asCF = E[FFH ]. However,
to incorporate the latest advances of complex-valued statistics into the CSSA
framework, the trajectory matrix is improved to the augmented version. In the
A-CSSA algorithm, the basic trajectory matrix is combined with its complex
conjugate to generate the augmented trajectory matrix F 2 C2LK . In this way,
the augmented covariance matrix CF is given by:
F =
"
F
F
#
CF = FFH =
"
FFH FFT
(FFT ) (FFH)
#
2 C2L2L
(3.9)
Recall that the new augmented covariance matrix in Eq. (3.9), which includes
both covariance and pseudo-covariance, caters for the generality of complex-
valued data. Thus, it is more likely that A-CSSA outperforms the basic CSSA
for non-circular signals. However, the A-CSSA method generates 2L eigenvalues
which is double the size of its basic complex-valued counterpart. All steps of
A-CSSA are summarised in Algorithm 3.2.1.
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Algorithm 3.2.1: A-CSSA algorithm
Decomposition:
1. Consider the input as a complex-valued vector xN 2 C with length N .
2. Define the embedding dimension L as 1 < L  N+1
2
and K = N   L+ 1.
3. Generate a trajectory matrix F 2 CLK using the lagged version of the
original signal, see Eq. (3.1).
4. Obtain the augmented version of the trajectory matrix F 2 C2LK by
considering its conjugate, as shown in Eq. (3.9).
5. Apply EVD to the augmented covariance matrices E[FFH ] and E[FHF]
to produce eigentriple sets8 (pi;ui;vi).
Reconstruction9:
7. Select the appropriate subgroups of the eigentriples based on the
desirable output. For instance, in this work, the dominant eigenvalues
with power contribution above 90% were grouped10 to smooth the data,
see subplots (b) and (g) of Fig. 3.1.
8. Generate the LK resultant matrix using the selected eigentriples.
9. Reconstruct the desired complex-valued signal x^ by the Hankelisation
algorithm, see Eq. (3.7).
The proposed method has been successfully implemented for two different appli-
cations: prediction and analysis of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. In the
first application, the A-CSSA method has been used to perform prediction beyond
30 steps ahead. Furthermore, A-CSSA has been employed to detect and track a
particular event-related potential (ERP) in the EEG analysis. Applications are
fully described in the following sections.
8Note that applying two EVDs to the augmented covariance matrices is equivalent to ap-
plying a SVD to the augmented trajectory matrix F.
9According to Remark 2.3.8, F = U[1:L;2L]1/2VH . Therefore, to perform the reconstruc-
tion, only the top L rows of U have been considered.
10Note that the threshold may vary depending upon the application.
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In general, there are many areas which require forecasting algorithms such as fi-
nancial stock price prediction or wind forecasting in renewable energy. Although
there are different prediction techniques, they are mostly based on restrictive
assumptions such as linearity or circularity of the data. Therefore, applying a
method with fewer prior assumptions would be useful for modelling and forecast-
ing purposes [68]. Furthermore, the prediction accuracy is likely to be affected
by noise, and currently there are not many effective forecasting algorithms suf-
ficiently robust against noise. Two general approaches for prediction of noisy
signals can be found in the literature. In the first one, presence of noise is over-
looked and a forecasting algorithm operates directly on the noisy data. In the
second approach, noise is first mitigated by filtering the original data and new
points are predicted based on the filtered data [68]. However, in this method,
it is crucial to select a suitable filtering algorithm which alleviates the effect of
noise, yet maintains the structure of the signal. There are several non-linear
noise reduction algorithms, among which SVD-based method is accepted as an
effective data-adaptive technique for noise reduction or signal to noise enhance-
ment [68, 70].
Therefore, SSA can be considered as an SVD-based algorithm for prediction pur-
poses. To this end, in the reconstruction stage the effect of noise is mitigated
and the reconstructed component is then used to forecast the future samples [66].
Note that a reasonable prediction of a signal x is available only if x has a struc-
ture and there exists a model to identify this structure. In SSA forecasting, these
models can be described through the linear recurrence formula (LRF) which de-
fines a sequence of values as a recursive function of the preceding terms. Thus,
SSA prediction can only be employed for the data which approximately satisfy
the LRF11 [66].
SSA forecasting is a recursive procedure where at each time instant only one step
ahead is predicted. Hence, the first step is predicted from the reconstructed data
and all other predictions are computed using the previously predicted values [66].
To this end, the reconstruction stage is specifically designed to mitigate the noise
11A process x of length N satisfies the linear recurrent formula of order d if there exist some
coefficients i such that xN = 1xN 1 + : : :+ dxN d.
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effect and the new points are predicted based on the filtered or smooth data.
Therefore, the prediction result is highly dependent on the reconstructed output;
where the output itself is affected by the window length L and the grouping
criteria. Thus, choice of the optimal window length and appropriate grouping is
a big challenge before the start of prediction.
In general, L depends on the complexity of the data and the aim of analysis.
However, as mentioned in Section 3.1.1.3, L should be adequately large to cover
the maximum desired periodicity. Therefore, in this work, the optimal window
length for prediction is set to L = N
2
, where N is the length of the original
signal. On the other hand, grouping of the appropriate eigentriple sets is highly
dependent on the structure of the individual processes, see Section 3.1.1.4. In
general, selecting a very large number of eigentriples for grouping would increase
the noise in the reconstructed signal. However, by grouping a small subset of
eigentriples, some parts of the signal could be lost [74]. In order to implement
the SSA for prediction, the reconstruction stage aims to denoise the original data
by selecting the dominant eigentriples. Then, this smooth version is fed to the
forecasting procedure which is addressed in the following section.
3.3.1 SSA Forecasting Algorithm
The SSA forecasting algorithm was first introduced in [66] for the real-valued
processes satisfying LRF. Note that if the rank of the trajectory matrix is smaller
than the window length (r < L), the signal satisfies the LRF [66]. For such
signals, SSA could be applied as the forecasting algorithm. In this case, the
reconstruction stage of SSA aims to smooth the original data by removing the
eigentriples corresponding to noise. Then, a recurrent forecasting procedure is
applied to the smooth version of the data [66].
To understand the recurrent forecasting algorithm, consider a r.vc. y 2 RL
and a linear space L`  RL with orthonormal bases fb1; : : : ;b`g where ` < L.
The recurrent forecasting algorithm states that the last element of y is a linear
combination of the first L  1 components given by:
yL = 1yL 1 + 2yL 2 + : : :+ L 1y1 (3.10)
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Figure 3.2: A simple example for reconstruction and prediction of harmonics
using A-CSSA with L = N
2
. (a) The real and imaginary parts of the original
signal, (b) the input data after adding the white Gaussian noise with SNR=  5
dB, and (c) the reconstructed (blue) and predicted (red) samples.
The vector  = (L 1; : : : ; 1)T can be defined as [66]
 =
1
1  2
X`
i=1
ibOi (3.11)
in which bOi 2 RL 1 consists of the first L  1 elements of the basis bi, i is the
last element of the corresponding basis, and 2 = 21 + : : :+ 2` .
To perform the SSA algorithm, the basis can be replaced by the eigenvectors.
Thus, uOi 2 RL 1 consists of the first L   1 elements of the eigenvector ui and
i represents the last element of the corresponding eigenvector. Accordingly, the
vector  = (L 1; : : : ; 1)T can be defined by Eq. (3.11) where bOi is replaced with
uOi . At this stage, the following equation can be used to predict h steps ahead
using  and the reconstructed signal x^ [66]:
x^i =
8><>:
x^i 8i = 1; : : : ; N
L 1P
j=1
jx^i j 8i = N + 1; : : : ; N + h
(3.12)
Note that Eq. (3.12) caters for real-valued signals. To adapt such procedure
for complex data, the split complex approach is adopted whereby the prediction
is performed using the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvectors separately.
Fig. 3.2 illustrates a complex-valued periodic signal x which is reconstructed and
predicted using A-CSSA. Note that x contained 1000 points and the last 150
samples are shown in Fig. 3.2. The real and imaginary parts of the original signal
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Figure 3.3: Applying sequential SSA to extract the trend and other components
separately. Sequential SSA is used for complex-valued signals whose real and
imaginary parts have either very different amplitude ranges or almost opposite
trends.
is shown in Fig. 3.2 (a). The white Gaussian noise was added to these signals
with signal to noise ratio (SNR) of  5 dB, see Fig. 3.2 (b). Then, A-CSSA was
applied with L = 500 to reconstruct the data and predict 30 samples ahead,
respectively shown as blue and red samples in Fig. 3.2 (c).
The forecasting procedure can be directly applied to signals where their real
and imaginary parts have similar trends and similar amplitude ranges (financial
stock prediction in Section 3.3.3). However, if the real and imaginary parts
have completely different trends or they have very different amplitude ranges,
forecasting can be applied through the sequential SSA (wind prediction in Section
3.3.3). In the sequential SSA, A-CSSA is first applied using a window length L1 to
extract the slow varying trends and to reconstruct the residual12. Then, A-CSSA
is applied to this residual with window length L2 and the final output is obtained
by adding the results together, see Fig. 3.3. The performance of A-CSSA has
been assessed using both synthetic simulations and real-world data in the next
section.
3.3.2 Synthetic Simulations
To evaluate the benefits of the proposed method, CSSA and A-CSSA were applied
to three different datasets: synthetic simulations using autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) model and real-world data such as financial stocks and wind
data. Note that the noise free signal was not available for training purposes
12The slow varying trend is extracted using the first two eigentriples and all other eigentriples
reconstruct the so-called residual signal.
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or constructing predictions. Thus, the goal was to forecast the unavailable clean
samples from the smooth version of the noisy data computed by A-CSSA filtering.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, normalised root mean
square error (NRMSE) was calculated among the original data (x) and final
output of the A-CSSA (x^) which was a combination of the reconstructed data
and the predicted values [68]:
NRMSE =
sPN
i=1(xi   x^i)2
N
max(x) min(x)
(3.13)
The first experiment evaluated the reconstruction and prediction accuracy for
different levels of white noise. Simulations were performed based on the widely
linear ARMA sources given by [8]:
s(n) = 1:79s(n  1)  1:85s(n  2) + 1:27s(n  3)  0:41s(n  4) + 0:2s(n  5)
+ 2w(n) + 0:5w(n) +w(n  1) + 0:9w(n  1)
(3.14)
in which w was drawn from the standard normal distribution. Overall, 20 sets of
simulated data were generated to compute the averaged results. Furthermore, to
assess the effect of noise on the performance accuracy, white Gaussian noise was
added with different levels of SNR varying from 0 to 15 dB. The final simulated
signals were modelled as:
x = As+ be (3.15)
where e is the white Gaussian noise, b determines the noise level, s is the ARMA
source, A is the mixing matrix, and x is the generated input. Note that the
original data contained 1000 samples and 30 steps ahead were predicted. For
rigour, prediction was performed for different window lengths. Although it was
assumed that the clean signal was not available for prediction purpose, in the
case of synthetic data, the performance was still measured with regard to the
noise free signal.
Fig. 3.4. illustrates the averaged NRMSE over 20 sets of data. This figure shows
that the A-CSSA algorithm provided higher accuracy compared to CSSA. More-
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Figure 3.4: NRMSE for the ARMA model simulations using CSSA and A-CSSA
methods. Note that the plotted NRMSE is averaged over 20 trials.
over, as the SNR increased the benefits of exploiting the augmented statistics
became more prominent, since the rate of decrease in the error of A-CSSA was
much faster than that of CSSA. Note that, as expected, the maximum window
length L = N
2
provided the best performance for both CSSA and A-CSSA algo-
rithms13.
3.3.3 Real-world Data
The data used in this part were (i) financial stocks obtained from the Yahoo fi-
nance centre14 and (ii) wind data obtained from the Iowa Environmental Mesonet
centre15. The wind data was recorded for five days at five-minute intervals.
Recently, a novel model represented the wind as a complex-valued vector x =
# exp(|) where # is the speed and  is the wind direction. In the polar rep-
resentation, # corresponds to the modulus, and  to the angle of x. Thus, real
and imaginary parts of the generated x = # cos() + |# sin() represent the
wind speed in east-west and north-south directions respectively [1]. In terms
of finance data, two features of the same financial stock were used to obtain a
13To allow the comparison between different values of window length, the smooth data was
calculated based on the top 5% of eigentriples in all the cases.
14Financial data available from: “http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=VOD.L”
15Wind data available from: “http://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/request/awos/1min.php”
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complex-valued vector. In order to take advantage of the correlation between two
features and analyse them simultaneously, a single complex-valued channel x was
generated as x = + |, where  is the closing price and  is the highest price.
The above datasets were analysed and predicted using CSSA and A-CSSA. Fur-
thermore, forecasting was performed using augmented complex least mean square
(A-CLMS) method16 which is an adaptive algorithm for prediction of few steps
ahead [1]. For each set, the original data contained 1110 samples and 90 steps
ahead were predicted using these three algorithms.
The reconstructed data and the predicted samples for financial and wind data
are illustrated in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, respectively. It is shown that for both
reconstruction and forecasting stages, the proposed A-CSSA followed the actual
trend better than CSSA and A-CLMS. Observe that the real part and the imag-
inary part of wind data had different trends and amplitude ranges. Thus, for
this dataset, A-CSSA and CSSA were applied through the sequential steps with
L1 = L2 =
N
2
. It is likely that the sequential SSA caused small jumps at the start
of prediction for wind data in Fig. 3.6.
Notice that the A-CLMS algorithm updates its filter coefficients (!) using
!(n+ 1) = !(n) + "(n)x(n) (3.16)
where  is the positive learning rate, "(n) is the error and x(n) is the input [1].
Thus, for inputs with high mean values the influence of the accumulated error "(n)
was magnified through the iterations. For such signals, the A-CLMS algorithm
diverged after the first few prediction steps, while the proposed approach showed
robustness against the accumulated error, see Fig. 3.5. On the other hand, for the
signals with smaller mean values, the error accumulation was less harmful. Thus,
the diverging effect was less pronounced in Fig. 3.6 for the A-CLMS algorithm.
The accuracy of a predicted segment of finance data is an essential parameter to
prevent the loss or increase the benefits. For example, according to the A-CLMS
prediction, the low diverged closing price was an indication to sell the stock at
n = 1110, however, A-CSSA predicted a higher closing price which would avoid
selling the stock and minimise the loss.
16The A-CLMS algorithm is comprehensively described in [1].
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Figure 3.5: SSA output for real-world closing (top) and highest price (bot-
tom) financial data. Results are zoomed in for better visibility. Outperformance
of the A-CSSA is significant for both prediction and reconstruction. A-CLMS
forecasting diverged after first few prediction steps.
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Figure 3.6: SSA output for real-world wind data zoomed for the last 400 sam-
ples. A-CSSA shows significant advantage in following the trend for the predicted
values.
To provide the numerical comparison, the NRMSE was first calculated for the
overall 1200 samples to evaluate both the reconstruction and forecasting accuracy.
Then, NRMSE was calculated for the last 90 predicted points to compare the ac-
curacy of the forecasting stage. Numerical results also confirmed the effectiveness
of A-CSSA; see Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Observe that overall performance of the
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CSSA and A-CSSA algorithms were very similar and they both outperformed A-
CLMS. This illustrates high reliability of the reconstruction stage in SSA-based
algorithms. However, in terms of prediction, A-CSSA provided the highest per-
formance and it outperformed both the CSSA and A-CLMS significantly.
Table 3.1: Performance measurements for financial data.
A-CSSA CSSA A-CLMS
NRMSE Overall 0.03 0.04 0.31
NRMSE Forecast 0.21 0.45 0.61
Table 3.2: Performance measurements for wind data.
A-CSSA CSSA A-CLMS
NRMSE Overall 0.05 0.06 0.15
NRMSE Forecast 0.27 0.43 0.49
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Complex-valued algorithms can take advantage of the correlation between two
similar signals. Therefore, it is not a surprise that they have found many appli-
cations in EEG analysis where the sources are highly correlated. For example, a
complex blind source separation algorithm was introduced to remove the biolog-
ical eye movement artefacts from EEG [12]. Moreover, an augmented complex
common spatial pattern (A-CCSP) has been developed in [13] for the classifi-
cation of non-circular EEG during motor imagery tasks. Similarly, this work
adapted the proposed A-CSSA for the analysis of EEG, particularly for ERP,
which typically exhibits non-circular probability distribution. In contrast to sev-
eral current methods which cater only for the restricted class of circular data, the
proposed technique made use of recent advances in complex-valued statistics to
exploit the power difference or the correlation between the data channels. Thus,
A-CSSA was employed to detect the onset of a particular ERP wave and track it
over time. In this way, the discrimination of EEG made it possible to differentiate
between a healthy subject and a schizophrenic patient.
3.4.1 Event-related Potentials
Human brain is the most complex part of the human body which is responsible
for controlling all other organs. The brain consists of billions of neurons which
communicate through the electrical discharge or neurotransmitters [75]. This
electrical activity can be represented in the form of brain signal or EEG which
was initially discovered by Hans Berger in 1929. The study of EEG plays an
important role for investigation of different clinical problems, for example [75, 76]:
• Diagnosis of some brain diseases and abnormalities, such as dementia and
seizure,
• Monitoring anaesthesia depth, alertness, coma and brain death,
• Investigating mental and sleep disorders,
• Generating bio-feedback situations with application in brain computer in-
terfacing (BCI) systems,
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Figure 3.7: The international 10-20 recording map for scalp EEG.
• Monitoring the brain development.
The EEG signals can be recorded by a number of electrodes either from inside the
brain (invasive) or over the scalp (non-invasive). Normally, clinical applications
employ non-invasive EEG recording, unless there is essential need for the invasive
recordings. The most common setting for the scalp recording is the international
10-20 system where each electrode is characterised with a letter and number
describing the lobe and hemisphere respectively [75, 76]. In the 10-20 system, the
main brain lobes are indicated as ‘F’ for frontal, ‘C’ for central, ‘T’ for temporal
and ‘P’ for parietal, see Fig. 3.7.
Each EEG signal consists of oscillations at a variety of frequency ranges. The
five major frequency bands, from low to high frequencies, are called delta (less
than 4 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), sigma (11-16 Hz), beta (16-30 Hz),
and gamma (above 30 Hz). The amplitude and frequencies of EEGs change from
one state of a human to another. For example, for an adult the alpha wave has
relatively large amplitude during the relaxed state with closed eyes, where delta
is associated with deep sleep [75, 77]. Although the normal EEG can be used
to discriminate such simple states, it is not sensitive enough to discriminate the
small changes in mental activity. In this case, the study of ERPs which are the
brain responses to a specific cognitive, sensory, or motor event could be more
effective [76].
ERPs are specific EEG waveforms in response to different brain stimulations.
They have relatively smaller amplitudes compared with the background EEG,
thus traditionally, ERPs are elucidated using signal-averaging procedure [75, 76].
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of ERP peaks including negative peaks N1 and N2, and
positive peaks P2 and P3.
Analysis of different types of ERPs, such as in visual or auditory stimuli, pro-
vides important information for clinical diagnosis of psychiatric diseases such as
dementia (e.g. alzheimer or schizophrenia). ERPs are time locked to the stimuli,
and they contain a series of positive and negative peaks. These features are used
to name a particular ERP, for instance N100 (or N1) represents a negative peak
with a latency of about 100 milliseconds after a stimulus onset [75], as shown in
Fig. 3.8.
Although ERPs offer fine-grained temporal resolution, they suffer from limited
spatial resolution. Furthermore, some of the ERP components are likely to over-
lap which makes it difficult to distinguish between specific stages of the sig-
nal. A common example is the composite P300 wave, which is a positive ERP
component with a latency of about 300 milliseconds after a task-relevant stimu-
lus [75, 76, 78, 79].
P300 is distributed over the midline electrodes (Fz, Cz and Pz) and generally has
larger magnitude towards the parietal electrodes (positioned at the back of the
head) [78]. The P300 consists of two major overlapping subcomponents known as
P3a and P3b. P3a represents an automatic switch of attention to a novel stimulus
regardless of the task, however, P3b is elicited by infrequent task-relevant events.
The P3b wave is mostly central-parietal (centroparietal) while P3a has a frontal-
central (frontocentral) distribution and it is characterised with a shorter latency
and more rapid habituation than P3b [76].
Along with other clinical examinations, analysis of P300 could be used as a po-
tential diagnostic procedure. For this purpose, a reliable method for separating
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P300 subcomponents must be employed. One of the most common methods for
P300 detection is the traditional ERP averaging [80]. Averaging over the large
number of trials could significantly enhance the P300 wave by reducing the back-
ground EEG, however, it suffers from several limitations. For example, averaging
assumes that P300 latencies are constant over the time while it is not the case
in reality due to the mental fatigue and changes in attention level. In addition,
this method ignores the effect of brain rapid habituation on P3a [81]. In other
words, the person gets used to the stimuli. In order to overcome these draw-
backs and elucidate the P300 subcomponents, averaging can be applied over the
smaller window frames with 50% temporal overlap. This is similar to the concept
of single-trial averaging. This method, compared to the overall averaging, does
not reduce the background EEG significantly. Therefore, it would be beneficial
to apply a robust smoothing algorithm to mitigate the effect of unwanted EEG
while extracting the desirable P300 subcomponents. There are several non-linear
noise reduction algorithms among which SVD-based method is widely accepted
as an effective method for this purpose [70]. Since SSA is an SVD-based algo-
rithm, it has the potential to be used as a smoothing technique. Hence, the
proposed A-CSSA has been used for visualisation of P300 in EEG data - see the
next section.
3.4.2 Real-world Data
This work made use of the A-CSSA algorithm for single-trial ERP analysis to
detect and track the P300 subcomponents [20]. It has been reported that SSA
smooths the data by grouping the dominant eigentriple sets [66]. However, single-
trial ERPs sometimes contain a strong EEG background. In such a case, dom-
inant eigen subspaces represent high power unwanted EEG, and therefore, the
smoothing cannot enhance the P300 wave.
Hence, the proposed method integrated a reference signal to emphasise the tem-
poral location of P300 by empowering the corresponding eigentriples. To this end,
each subject had its specific reference (x) calculated from the overall averaging
of all the target events. This signal was then combined with a single-trial ERP
(y) to construct a one-dimensional complex-valued vector (z) for the A-CSSA
algorithm as z = x+ |y.
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Figure 3.9: Temporal frame averaging of the ERP waves. Each frame has an
individual complex-valued signal generated as z = x + |y. Note that x (overall
average) is the same for all frames.
As the augmented statistics take into account the correlation between the real
and imaginary parts of a signal, the reference signal from the real part of z
enhanced the P300 from dominant EEG background in the single-trial recordings.
Furthermore, as such single-trials were measured for short time intervals, it was
likely to detect and track the overlapping P300 subcomponents more accurately.
The proposed method was applied to twelve EEGs recorded for eight healthy
subjects and four schizophrenic patients during an auditory two-stimuli oddball
experiment17. In the traditional oddball paradigm, an infrequent target randomly
occurs in a background of frequent standard stimuli and the subject is told to
press a button when the target appears [78, 79].
All experiments were performed on channel Cz. Three main reasons for selecting
Cz are: (i) Cz is central channel, so it contains the effect of both P3a and P3b
which are distributed frontocentral and centroparietal respectively, (ii) as Cz is
found on the central line, it can reflect P300 wave even for abnormal cases with
uni-lateral brain difficulties and (iii) posterior alpha wave (8-13 Hz) has slightly
less effect on the central channel Cz.
The reference signal was obtained by temporally averaging over 35 target events
which randomly appeared over a period of 320 seconds. On the other hand,
single-trials were calculated over the moving window of 8 target stimuli with 50%
temporal overlap. All stimuli, including standards and targets, occurred every
2 seconds. However, in order to increase the chance of P3a propagation for the
17Data is previously recorded and used in [80]. EEG was originally recorded with a sampling
frequency of 2000 Hz and it was downsampled to 200 Hz for simulation purposes.
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Figure 3.10: Original data for a schizophrenic patient recorded from electrode
Cz (top). Original data zoomed for 1-500 milliseconds after the target (bot-
tom left). P300 subcomponents were clearly visible after using A-CSSA (bottom
right).
first target, standard stimuli were repeated consecutively for about 50 seconds
and the first target appeared there later to switch the subjects’ attention. For
more details, see Fig. 3.9.
3.4.2.1 Results and Discussion
The first frame (50-130 sec) for a schizophrenic patient is illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
The frame covered 80 seconds after the first target stimulus. As shown in
Fig. 3.10, P3a and P3b were clearly visible using the proposed A-CSSA method
(bottom-right) and their shapes were in agreement with those in the litera-
ture [78, 81].
Note that the P300 subcomponents have predefined temporal ranges, however,
there is no narrowband frequency range to discriminate them from the back-
ground EEG. Thus, a main advantage of the proposed A-CSSA, compared to the
conventional filtering algorithms, was that it did not require any prior knowledge
of the frequency range for P300 wave. To perform the reconstruction stage, the
top m eigentriples were selected such that (i) their power contribution was above
90% and (ii) their contribution would not significantly change by adding the next
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eigentriple:
(i)
mX
j=1
cont(j) > 90% (ii)
mX
j=1
cont(j) 
m+1X
j=1
cont(j) < 1% (3.17)
where the ‘cont’ function is defined in Eq. (3.4) and m is the m-th eigenvalue
obtained from SVD.
Fig. 3.11 compares the performance of proposed method A-CSSA with that of a
classical Butterworth lowpass filter. Each row in Fig. 3.11 contains four subplots
that represent different time frames. According to the prior knowledge, P300
is expected to elicit within first 500 milliseconds after the target onset [75, 78].
Hence, all the subplots were zoomed in for this range. Each subplot included a
complex-valued signal in which the real part (dashed line) was a reference signal
obtained by averaging of all target stimuli and the imaginary part (solid line) was
the average of 8 targets covering the period of 80 seconds. Each subject had a
unique constant reference for all subplots, see Fig. 3.11.
Observe that despite the temporal shifting caused by the Butterworth filter, it
was difficult to define a proper cutoff frequency for detection of P300. The results
are shown for two different cutoff frequencies of 10 and 20 Hz. It is seen that the
low cutoff frequency 10 Hz failed to distinguish the P3a and P3b subcomponents,
while increasing the cutoff frequency to 20 Hz improved the visualisation (compare
rows b and c in Fig. 3.11). However, the proposed method was independent of
frequency and it provided a clear discrimination of P300 subcomponents, see
Fig. 3.12. In order to illustrate the changes of P300 subcomponents, Fig. 3.12
shows 250 seconds after the first target for a schizophrenic (top middle) and a
healthy subject (bottom)18.
Fig. 3.12 illustrates the rapid habituation of P3a over time after the first target
event. This was the reason that the overall average had less P3a amplitude than
the frame averaged signal, see Fig. 3.12 (b and c). Also, it is clear that as the P3a
habituated more, the P3b visibility improved. Generally, healthy subjects showed
faster habituation than schizophrenic patients. This is clear from Fig. 3.12 (c)
where P3b was stronger than P3a in the last temporal frame.
18These subjects were of the same sex.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of the Butterworth lowpass filter with A-CSSA algo-
rithm for detection of P300 waves.
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Tracking the P300 subcomponents for a schizophrenic patient vs. a healthy subject
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Figure 3.12: Original data for a schizophrenic patient (top). Highlighted P300
subcomponents after A-CSSA for the same patient (middle) and a healthy subject
(bottom).
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According to [81, 82, 83], significant reduction of P300 particularly in auditory
experiments, is one of the most consistent biological findings in schizophrenia.
This work was also in agreement with the literature and it is shown that P3b
has constantly lower magnitude in schizophrenic patients (compare rows b and
c in Fig. 3.12). In addition to the amplitude differences, schizophrenic patients
showed longer P300 latency than healthy subjects, which confirms the studies
in [83, 84].
To provide numerical assessments, P300 latency and normalised amplitude were
averaged for healthy subjects and schizophrenic patients. According to [78], the
amplitude of P300 is calculated as the difference between the mean pre-stimulus
window and the maximum positive peak of the ERP waveform within a time
window of 250–500 milliseconds; and the latency is measured as the time from
stimulus onset to the point of maximum positive amplitude within a time window
of 250–500 milliseconds.
The averaged values for all subjects are shown in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. Observe
that the P300 amplitude was constantly larger in healthy subjects compared to
the schizophrenic patients. However, due to the rapid habituation of P3a, the
P300 amplitude decreased over time for both groups. On the other hand, the P300
latency of the healthy group was constantly smaller than the one of schizophrenic
group. Note that for both groups, the P300 latency in the first frame (50-130
sec) was smaller than that in the last frame (170-250 sec). These results were in
agreement with the literature [81, 82, 83, 84].
Table 3.3: P300 normalised amplitude (meanstandard deviation).
EEG segment interval 50-130 sec 90-170 sec 130-210 sec 170-250 sec
Healthy subjects 0.520.17 0.450.15 0.410.14 0.350.19
Schizophrenic patients 0.440.10 0.390.10 0.360.13 0.320.15
Table 3.4: P300 latency in milliseconds (meanstandard deviation).
EEG segment interval 50-130 sec 170-250 sec
Healthy subjects 313.7530.16 351.6624.89
Schizophrenic patients 330.0017.32 358.3345.32
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An augmented complex-valued SSA algorithm (A-CSSA) was proposed to ad-
dress both circular and non-circular data. This was achieved by considering
the augmented trajectory matrix in which the covariance and pseudo-covariance
matrices were both taken into account. The proposed method was successfully
implemented for two different applications: prediction and EEG analysis.
This chapter reviewed the usefulness of SSA in the context of trend prediction for
a large number of steps (90 steps). It also showed the performance superiority of
A-CSSA over normal CSSA for both reconstruction and prediction purposes for
two sets of real-world data, e.g. financial and wind data.
Furthermore, the proposed A-CSSA was employed to attenuate the EEG back-
ground from the event-related potential P300 so that its tracking was made pos-
sible. Experimental results on EEG data supported the proposed method and
were in agreement with the literature.
So far, the proposed A-CSSA has been used to smooth the data by grouping
the dominant subspaces. However, to generalise the SSA-based algorithms for
different applications, a supervised grouping procedure would be essential. In
addition, the advances in multidimensional sensor technologies have highlighted
the need for signal processing algorithms in the quaternion domain due to their
great potential for modelling of three- and four-dimensional data. Thus, in the
next chapter, an augmented quaternion SSA (A-QSSA) algorithm with automatic
grouping of the signal subspaces is described [21].
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Chapter 4
Quaternion-valued Singular
Spectrum Analysis
4.1 Quaternion SSA
The previous chapter reviewed the A-CSSA algorithm which enabled the analysis
of two EEG channels considering their inherent correlation. As the constituent
narrow-band EEG components originate from different brain zones [75, 85, 86],
two-channel processing will not be adequate to model the coupling between these
processes. In this regard, the quaternion domain has been considered to gener-
alise the complex domain to four dimensions and account for the multichannel
correlation1. To access the complete second-order information and cater for both
proper and improper data, the latest advances in quaternion statistics have been
exploited to derive the augmented quaternion SSA (A-QSSA) algorithm. More-
over, two approaches have been introduced to supervise the reconstruction stage
and select the desired subspaces automatically. The proposed A-QSSA and su-
pervised reconstruction techniques are described comprehensively in the following
sections.
1This chapter reviews our published work on augmented quaternion-valued singular spec-
trum analysis [21].
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4.2 Augmented Quaternion SSA Algorithm
Similar to the SSA and A-CSSA algorithms, A-QSSA consists of decomposition
and reconstruction stages. However, the proposed A-QSSA has been developed
for multichannel processes. To this end, the original data is considered as a
quaternion process q = (q1; : : : ;qD)T 2 HDN , where D and N denote the
number of channels and length of q, respectively.
To generate the quaternion trajectory matrix F 2 H for the multivariate case, an
individual trajectory matrix is produced for each channel via Eq. (3.1). Hence,
there exist D different trajectory matrices Fi 2 HLK (i = 1; : : : ; D), and the
final trajectory matrix can be defined as [74]:
F =
266664
F1
F2
...
FD
377775 2 HDLK (4.1)
where L is the window length and K = N   L+ 1. Since individual matrices Fi
are Hankel, the final matrix F is a block Hankel trajectory matrix.
Based on recent findings in quaternion statistics, the trajectory matrix should
be improved to the augmented version. In the A-CSSA framework this was per-
formed by combining the trajectory matrix with its complex conjugate. However,
in the quaternion domain, all three involutions F{, F|, and F are required to
generate the augmented trajectory matrix F, see Eq.(2.25)
F =
266664
F
F{
F|
F
377775 2 H4DLK (4.2)
This way, the augmented covariance matrixE[FFH ] includes {-, |-, and -covariance
matrices as well as the standard covariance matrix. A-QSSA thus caters for the
generality of quaternion-valued data including improper processes. The steps of
A-QSSA are summarised in Algorithm 4.2.1.
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Recall that similar to the real-valued SSA, one of the main challenges of A-QSSA
is to select the desired subspaces in the reconstruction stage. To solve this issue,
two methods are introduced in the next section to provide automatic grouping.
Algorithm 4.2.1: A-QSSA algorithm
Decomposition
1. Consider the multichannel quaternion process q as:
q = [q1; : : : ;qD]T 2 HDN
2. Define the window length L  N+1
D+1
(see Section 3.1.1.3) and generate
the trajectory matrix for each channel:
Fi =
2666664
qi1 qi2 qi3    qiK
qi2 qi3 qi4    qiK+1
... ... ... . . . ...
qiL qiL+1 qiL+2    qiN
3777775 2 HLK where
8<:qi = (qi1 ; : : : ; qiN )i = 1; : : : ; D
3. Construct the final trajectory matrix:
F = [FT1 ;FT2 ; : : : ;FTD]T 2 HDLK
4. Define the augmented version of the trajectory matrix:
F = [FT ;F{T ;F|T ;FT ]T 2 H4DLK
5. Apply Q-SVD [57] to produce the eigentriple sets as:
F = U1/2VH
Reconstruction2:
6. Select the appropriate subgroups of the eigentriples to generate the
corresponding resultant matrix ~Fg 2 HDLK .
7. Note that similar to Eq. (4.1), the resultant matrix ~Fg consists of D
different LK matrices as ~Fg = [~FTg1 ; : : : ; ~FTgD ]T . Therefore, Hankelisation
algorithm or Eq. (3.7) should be applied on each ~Fgi to reconstruct the
corresponding q^i. The final reconstructed process is obtained as
q^ = [q^1; : : : ; q^D]T 2 HDN .
2According to Remark 2.3.8, F = U[1:DL;4DL]1/2VH . Therefore, to perform the recon-
struction, only the top DL rows of U have been considered.
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4.3 Supervised Reconstruction
To this point, A-QSSA has been used to decompose the data channels simultane-
ously into the several subspaces. In nature, however, datasets are often mixtures
of several sources corrupted by background noise. Therefore, it is useful to im-
prove the A-QSSA algorithm so that it can address under-determined source
extraction problems.
To employ A-QSSA as a source extraction technique, the subspace of the desired
source should first be identified. However, finding the eigentriples associated
with the component of interest is quite challenging. Specifically, if the amplitude
of the noise is large, it is difficult to separate the noise based on the analysis
of dominant eigentriples. As such, it is essential to develop some techniques
for optimal subspace grouping. Note that in this work sources are assumed to
be narrow-band with limited frequency ranges (e.g. brain rhythms in the EEG
data). Therefore, the automatic grouping is performed using the frequency-based
techniques.
4.3.1 Empirical Mode Decomposition Supervision
Recently, empirical mode decomposition (EMD) has been used in the reconstruc-
tion stage of a tensor-based SSA (TSSA) method to select the desired subspace
when the frequency band of signal of interest is known [46]. The EMD tensor-
based SSA (TSSA/EMD) has been established for single channel source separa-
tion with the application in sleep analysis. In this work, however, the multivariate
EMD (MEMD) [87] is used in the reconstruction stage to inform A-QSSA on the
optimal grouping subsets.
Similar to the traditional EMD, MEMD is a time-frequency analysis tool in which
the original multivariate signal is represented as a linear combination of intrinsic
oscillatory modes, called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Since MEMD involves
multivariate data, the signal is first projected in different directions to generate
multiple envelopes. These envelopes are then averaged to calculate the local
mean to yield the IMFs [87]. The IMFs obtained from MEMD can be used to
preside over the selection of the desired subsets in A-QSSA. For this purpose, a
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Figure 4.1: Supervised A-QSSA algorithm using an adaptive procedure for
selection of the desired subspace with the help of MEMD.
number of IMFs are selected based on some prior criteria, for instance, the IMFs
with maximum power in the desired frequency range. Then, the following cost
function is minimised to automatically group the eigentriples
J = kF UY1/2VHk2 (4.3)
in which F is the Hankel matrix of the selected IMFs, Y is a diagonal matrix of
adaptive weights and J is the objective function. This function can be minimised
using the gradient descent to obtain Y:
Ynew = Yold   rYold(J) (4.4)
where  is the step size and rYold(J) denotes the gradient of the objective J with
respect to Y [46]. The structure of A-QSSA/MEMD is summarised in Fig. 4.1.
Observe that unlike TSSA/EMD which is a single channel source separation
method [46], the generalised A-QSSA/MEMD method caters for multichannel
processing. Furthermore, A-QSSA/MEMD can extract an arbitrary number of
sources from data channels.
Besides these advantages, A-QSSA/MEMD has a high computational complexity
due to the optimisation step. In addition, the optimisation procedure requires
selection of the optimal step size . To address these shortcomings, the next
section introduces an alternative supervision algorithm that circumvents the op-
timisation step.
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4.3.2 Single-element Supervision to Exploit Frequency Di-
versity
This section introduces a fully data-driven technique called single-element A-
QSSA (A-QSSA/SE) in which the reconstruction stage is supervised using a fre-
quency constraint. Assume that q 2 H1N contains four real-valued channels
which are obtained from several sources using a random mixing matrix A as:
q = xr + {x{ + |x| + x266664
xr
x{
x|
x
377775 = As where
8<:A 2 R4Ms 2 RMN
(4.5)
where M defines the number of sources. The objective is to implement A-
QSSA/SE to reconstruct the sources (s^) from q. To this end, the original signal
is first represented in the eigen domain with 4L eigentriple sets, as shown in Al-
gorithm 4.2.1. In the reconstruction stage, the eigen domain is divided into two
subspaces, i.e. [1; `] and (`; 4L], termed as dominant (lower) and noise (higher)
subspaces respectively. To mitigate the effect of noise, the latter subspace is
ignored and grouping is only applied to the dominant subspace.
For an automatic grouping, a single set of eigentriples is used at a time to recon-
struct a quaternion-valued signal q^ (Algorithm 4.2.1, Reconstruction). Since the
sources have been considered narrow-band with known frequency ranges, the real
and imaginary elements of q^ can be automatically placed in a proper group ac-
cording to their dominant frequency obtained from the Fourier transform. These
steps are repeated for all the eigentriples in the lower subspace. Note that there
are a total number ofM groups, which is the same number as the original sources
and each group contains corresponding components x^ 2 R. These components
are then used to extract a unique source by computing
s^m =
tX
d=1
sign( corr(x^p; x^d) ) x^d (4.6)
in which the function ‘sign’ denotes the sign of its input and ‘corr’ measures the
correlation between the corresponding inputs. Note that, m = [1; : : : ;M ] is the
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Algorithm 4.3.1: A-QSSA/SE algorithm for source extraction
Decomposition
q! F! F 2 H4LK ! (pi;ui;vi)
The decomposition stage follows that of the A-QSSA algorithm. For a full
mathematical description, see Algorithm 4.2.1.
Single-element reconstruction
1. Select ` = L
2
to highlight the dominant subspace [1; `].
2. Generate a single elementary matrix ~Fi  piuivHi where i = [1; :::; `].
3. Reconstruct the signal q^ 2 H via the Hankelisation algorithm.
4. Place elements of q^ in a proper group according to their frequency.
5. Repeat steps 2-4 for all the eigentriples in the dominant subspace [1; `].
Source extraction
6. Select a component x^p with maximum power in each group.
7. Extract the source: s^m =
Pt
d=1 sign( corr(x^p; x^d) ) x^d
8. Repeat steps 6-7 for all groups [1; : : : ;M ].
group index, t is the total number of components in each group and x^p holds the
maximum power in the corresponding group m. The steps of A-QSSA/SE are
summarised in Algorithm 4.3.1.
Notice that, similar to the A-QSSA/MEMD algorithm introduced in Section
4.3.1, the A-QSSA/SE method can be applied to multivariate data to extract
an arbitrary number of sources. Thus, it can address an under-determined source
separation scenario. The A-QSSA/SE method filters out the noise and performs
source extraction, while A-QSSA/MEMD only extracts the sources. It is thus
expected that A-QSSA/SE provides better estimation of noisy sources. However,
this method suffers from the scaling problem - the result of extracting and adding
the effect of desired sources in all the channels using Eq. (4.6).
To evaluate the performance of A-QSSA/MEMD and A-QSSA/SE, they have
been used to extract the sources from synthetic data with different levels of white
Gaussian noise. To illustrate the usefulness of A-QSSA/SE for real-world EEG
analysis, sleep analysis has been considered as the application of interest. These
experiments are addressed next.
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In this section, A-QSSA/MEMD and A-QSSA/SE have been assessed using syn-
thetic EEG data. Note that these algorithms were compared with QSSA/SE and
QSSA/MEMD to highlight the benefits of augmented quaternion statistics.
In order to generate the synthetic EEG data, the experimental setup of Koles and
Soong was followed [88] in which sums of sinusoids were used to simulate the EEG
to validate their source localisation. For this purpose, five narrow-band sources
with frequency characteristics of delta (less than 4 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha
(8-12 Hz), sigma (11-16 Hz), and beta (16-30 Hz) were generated with a length
of N=1000 samples. They were then mixed using a 4 5 random matrix drawn
from the standard normal distribution to obtain four mixtures. Overall, 20 sets
of simulated data were generated to compute the averaged results. Furthermore,
to evaluate the effect of noise on the performance accuracy, white Gaussian noise
with different levels of SNR varying from -10 dB to 10 dB was added to each set.
The simulated signals were modelled via Eq. (3.15). In this work, four observed
channels were the mixtures of five sources. These four channels formed a single
quaternion channel to generate the input to our experiment.
The performance of the proposed methods were evaluated by calculating the
normalised root mean square error (NRMSE) among the initial source sm and
the corresponding estimated one s^m using Eq. (3.13). Hence, the lower the error,
the better the estimate.
Moreover, the Pearson correlation level between the desired and the estimated
sources was considered as another criterion to assess the performance. The Pear-
son correlation is calculated as [89]:
% = corr(sm; s^m) =
PN
i=1(smi   sm)(s^mi   ^sm)qPN
i=1(smi   sm)2
PN
i=1(s^mi   ^sm)2
(4.7)
in which smi is the i-th sample of sm and % represents the correlation between the
source and its estimate. Note that sm and ^sm indicate the mean values of m-th
desired and estimated source, respectively.
To apply the QSSA and A-QSSA decomposition, the window length was set to
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Figure 4.2: The effect of noise level on the performance of QSSA/SE,
QSSA/MEMD, A-QSSA/SE, and A-QSSA/MEMD for the extraction of syn-
thetic EEG sources. The error was averaged over 20 sets of data.
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Figure 4.3: The effect of noise level on the correlation between the de-
sired sources and the estimated ones obtained via QSSA/SE, QSSA/MEMD,
A-QSSA/SE, and A-QSSA/MEMD. Results were averaged over 20 sets of data.
L = N
D+1
in all the experiments. In order to perform the supervised reconstruc-
tion, in the MEMD-based method, 8 to 13 IMFs were generated for each channel
among which the one with maximum power within the frequency range of in-
terest was selected. On the other hand, in the SE-based method, the dominant
subspace was selected as ` = L
2
. Note that selecting a very small ` would ignore
the useful information, whereas very large values would increase the effect of the
noise subspace.
After selecting the appropriate parameters, QSSA/SE, QSSA/MEMD, A-QSSA/SE,
and A-QSSA/MEMD were employed to extract3 the original sources. Figures 4.2
and 4.3 show the NRMSE and correlation against different values of SNR. The
simulation results in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 confirmed that the proposed methods
extracted the desired sources when the number of sources exceeded the number
3The TSSA/EMD established in [46] could only track the changes of delta and alpha. How-
ever, A-QSSA/MEMD could extract five brain rhythms from the synthetic EEG.
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Figure 4.4: The effect of noise level on the performance of A-QSSA/SE for
extraction of synthetic EEG sources compared with that of a combination of
narrow-band sources. The error was averaged over 20 sets of data for both cases.
of channels. As expected, the augmented quaternion methods outperformed the
normal quaternion algorithms for separation of narrow-band data. The main rea-
son is that the augmented statistics accounted for the correlation between data
channels by exploiting covariance and all three complementary covariance matri-
ces. Using the augmented statistics, less error was observed and there was higher
degree of correlation between the extracted and the desired sources. Further-
more, it is shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 that the single-element reconstruction
approaches outperformed the MEMD-based methods. This is due to the fact
that in the SE-based reconstruction, the noise subspace was eliminated and the
outputs were more similar to the original sources. On the other hand, all the
subspaces were considered simultaneously by the MEMD technique.
To generalise the application of A-QSSA/SE for separation of sources within
more similar bands, this experiment was repeated for five sources with frequency
ranges 0.5-2, 2-3.5, 3.5-5, 5-6.5, and 6.5-8 Hz. The NRMSE and correlation
values obtained from A-QSSA/SE are shown in Fig. 4.4. Observe that the pro-
posed method provided reasonable accuracy even for separation of sources with
very narrow-band frequency ranges. However, A-QSSA/SE showed better per-
formance for separation of synthetic EEG data.
The high performance of A-QSSA/SE for extraction of sources from the noisy
mixtures is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Note that the estimated sources had ap-
proximately 80% correlation with the original sources, compare Fig. 4.5 (a) and
Fig. 4.5 (c). Besides the synthetic simulations, the evaluation of A-QSSA/SE for
real-world EEG data is discussed in the following section.
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(a) Normalised initial sources
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(b) Randomly mixed sources with white Gaussian noise (SNR=0 dB)
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Figure 4.5: Extracting five sources from four channels; (a) narrow-band de-
sired sources, (b) random mixtures with added white Gaussian noise, and (c) the
estimated sources using A-QSSA/SE.
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4.5.1 Sleep EEG
To evaluate the performance of A-QSSA/SE for EEG analysis, motivated by the
success of TSSA/EMD in [46], sleep analysis has been selected as the application
of interest. Sleep is a dynamic process during which voluntary body movements
and responses to external stimuli are decreased [76].
In general, sleep has two distinct states with various neural activity levels: non-
rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Note that
the NREM sleep is further divided into three stages N1 (drowsiness), N2 (light
sleep), and N3 (deep sleep). Therefore, sleep can be classified into five stages
Awake-N1-N2-N3-REM, where each stage is characterised by a distinct set of
physiological and neurological features, see Table 4.1 for full description.
According to Table 4.1, the basis of sleep EEG analysis lies in the estimation of
the brain rhythms, such as delta (less than 4 Hz), theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-12
Hz), sigma (11-16 Hz), and beta (16-30 Hz), that exhibit different characteristics
in various stages of sleep. For instance, Stage N1 is considered as a transition
stage from awake (W) to asleep. In this stage, the alpha rhythm is attenuated
and replaced by low amplitude waves, predominantly theta, for more than 50%
of the epochs. Next stage or Stage N2 is characterised by the occurrence of sleep
spindles4 or K complexes. Stage N2 might lead to Stage N3 which consists of
slow wave activities (lower delta or 0.5-2 Hz) measured frontally in adults [77].
The spindles may exist in this stage, however, as the sleep deepens the spindles’
rate decreases [76]. These characteristics can be used to classify the sleep stages
and track the NREM and REM states.
Sleep analysis and classification of sleep stages are specifically important for clin-
ical diagnosis of sleep-related phenomena [77]. Furthermore, sleep analysis has
been used for automatic detection of drowsiness during driving [90]. In general,
to identify the sleep stages, polysomnography (PSG) signals including EEG, elec-
trooculography (EOG) and electromyography (EMG) are recorded and labelled
4Sleep spindles are oscillations in the alpha or sigma range which last for short duration
0.5-2 seconds.
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Table 4.1: Sleep stages description.
Stage Description
Awake (W) - Alpha rhythm: 8-12 Hz activity over the occipital region with
closed eye. In stage W with eye open, brain rhythms contain low-
amplitude activity (mainly beta and alpha frequencies),
- Eye blinks: vertical eye movements at frequencies of 0.5-2 Hz,
reading eye movements or voluntary rapid eye move-
ments (REM),
- Stage W may range from full alertness through early stages of
drowsiness.
Stage N1 - Low amplitude, mixed frequency: predominantly 4-7 Hz
activity,
- Slow eye movements (SEM),
- N1 is a transition stage between wakefulness and sleep, in which
the alpha rhythm is attenuated and replaced by low amplitude
mixed frequency waves.
Stage N2 - Sleep spindle: a train of distinct waves at frequencies 11-16
Hz which lasts for short duration of 0.5-2 seconds. Spindles start
around Stage N2 and its occurrence rate decreases from this stage
to Stage N3,
-K complex: a negative sharp-wave followed by a positive com-
ponent standing out from the background EEG.
Stage N3 - Slow wave activity: waves of 0.5-2 Hz recorded over the
frontal regions,
- Note that sleep spindles may still exist in stage N3.
Stage R - Rapid eye movements: conjugate, irregular, sharply peaked
eye movements,
- Low amplitude, mixed frequency EEG,
- Low chin EMG tone: during stage R, baseline EMG activity
in the chin is usually at the lowest level of the entire recording,
- Transient muscle activity: irregular bursts of EMG activity
which can be seen in the chin or anterior tibial EMG, as well as
in EEG or EOG derivations.
by a sleep expert according to the standard rules. The most common sleep scoring
guideline is the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) manual which is
designed to provide a comprehensive standardised specification and scoring rules
for characterising natural sleep [77, 90].
As the manual sleep scoring is a time-consuming process, several techniques have
been established to perform automatic sleep scoring [91, 92, 93]. In the same
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spirit, this work aims to decompose the sleep EEG data and classify it using a
multiclass support vector machines5 (M-SVM).
The data used in this work was recorded in the Sleep Centre of the University of
Surrey under the supervision of clinical experts. The dataset included 36 healthy
men and women, all participated in nine recording sessions. During each session,
PSG measures were recorded at a sampling rate of 256 Hz for a baseline night
(BL, 8 hours), seven condition nights, i.e. sleep extension (10 hours) and sleep
restriction (6 hours), and a recovery night (12 hours). However, for the sake of
consistency, this work only considered the BL night for each subject.
To evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed method, A-QSSA/SE
and a wavelet-based approach, which is a common method for analysis of EEG
subbands [94, 95], were applied to sleep EEG to extract five brain rhythms:
delta, theta, alpha, sigma, and beta. Note that the ‘Morlet’ wavelet transform,
used for comparison, is an established method for providing high time-frequency
resolution in sleep analysis particularly for detection of sleep abnormalities and
spindles [95].
In order to start the analysis, four EEG channels F4, C4, P4, and O2 were
selected, see Fig. 4.6. Since the wavelet-based approach works with single channel
data, it was applied to each electrode individually and the results were averaged
to generate the final output. However, the proposed method considered these
channels simultaneously as a quaternion-valued input. Note that these specific
electrodes were selected because:
(i) the right-sided electrodes are recommended for sleep analysis, according to
the AASM manual,
(ii) delta, theta, and beta bands exhibit right lateralisation during sleep [96].
Thus, right-sided electrodes were required to capture the necessary infor-
mation,
(iii) the selected electrodes provided a reasonable coverage of the frontal to the
posterior brain regions. Using these electrodes, different frequency range
sources were considered regardless of their locations.
5SVM is a supervised learning classification method which simultaneously maximises the
classification margin and minimises the classification error [93].
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A1 A2
Figure 4.6: Location of the available electrodes. The electrodes used in this
work are indicated in red. Note that the selected channels are all referenced with
respect to A1.
A full automatic sleep scoring system should consider full PSG measures including
EEG, EOG and EMG [77, 91]. However, in this work only EEG was considered
without the assistance of EMG or EOG information to focus on EEG processing
— which is discussed next.
4.5.2 Analysis of Sleep EEG
In general, the EEG data contains several events, movement related sources,
artefacts and noise. Thus, it is often required to solve a noisy source separa-
tion problem, for which A-QSSA/SE has been proposed as an under-determined
source separation solution for multivariate EEG data. However, to adopt this
method for sleep scoring, two steps are required: EEG subband decomposition
and classification. These steps are comprehensively explained in the following
sections.
4.5.2.1 EEG Subband Decomposition
In the first step of sleep scoring, the EEG data should be decomposed into spe-
cific frequency bands. For this purpose, A-QSSA/SE and wavelet methods were
applied to segments of two seconds (2-sec) to decompose each segment into five
subbands: delta, theta, alpha, sigma, and beta. In the next step, EEG signals
were analysed within each band to extract spectral and temporal information [92],
see Table 4.1. To this end, the mean power and relative power of each subband
were measured for each 2-sec window.
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Figure 4.7: Changes of alpha mean power during one cycle of sleep obtained
from A-QSSA/SE (top) and wavelet (bottom) methods. Note that each point i
on the x-axes is the i-th 2-sec window of the signal and the vertical line indicates
the manual scoring.
As an illustrative example, Fig. 4.7 shows the mean power of the alpha band
over segments of 2-sec. According to the manual scoring, the onset of Stage N1
was associated with the attenuation of alpha rhythm. Observe that the proposed
A-QSSA/SE method (top) clearly illustrated the deterioration of alpha band
after Stage N1, however, the wavelet-based method (bottom) showed some alpha
activities even after this stage. To provide an automatic sleep scoring system, the
mean power and relative power of all subbands were used to calculate numerical
statistical descriptors.
4.5.2.2 Statistical Descriptors and Classification
In order to identify the sleep stages, a set of fifteen segments was considered as a
thirty seconds (30-sec) epoch and the M-SVM was used to classify these epochs.
The M-SVM is a learning method which constructs a model based on the training
data and their corresponding labels. Thus, it was necessary to feed the M-SVM
with specific features obtained from the training epochs [90, 93]. The statistical
descriptors or features used in this work were selected according to the AASM
manual [77] and the established automatic sleep scoring systems in [91, 92, 97].
To this end, each epoch was characterised by a set of 20 features (f1 to f20) which
are summarised below:
• (f1 to f4) Standard deviation of ‘mean power’ for delta, theta, alpha and,
beta frequency bands over a group of fifteen 2-sec segments,
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• (f5 to f9) Standard deviation of ‘relative power’ for all the delta, theta,
alpha, sigma, and beta subbands over a group of fifteen 2-sec segments,
• (f10 to f13) Density of ‘mean power’ for delta, theta, alpha, and beta fre-
quency bands. The density of each band was calculated by counting the
number of 2-sec segments with ‘normalised power’6 above a specific thresh-
old. The threshold was selected as 0.3 for delta and theta and 0.5 for alpha
and beta [97]. For instance, the density of alpha was calculated as the
number of 2-sec segments with normalised alpha power above 0.5,
• (f14 to f18) Density of ‘relative power’ for all subbands,
• (f19 and f20) Standard deviation and density of the power ratio ‘betathetadelta ’
for discrimination of REM from EEG as established in [92].
In addition, to validate the sleep stages obtained from the M-SVM classifier, two
smoothing rules [92, 97] were adopted as:
1. Three consecutive rules to replace REM-N2-REM and REM-W-REM with
REM-REM-REM and replace N2-N1-N2 with N2-N2-N2,
2. Any REM epoch detected before the appearance of stage N2, was replaced
with the wakefulness epoch.
Note that the level of agreement using the above features and rules were validated
through several numerical assessments which are addressed below.
4.5.3 Statistical Comparison
Performance of the automated scoring using both A-QSSA/SE and wavelet meth-
ods was evaluated using the following complementary measures which are the
most common criteria used in the literature [92, 97].
Epoch-by-epoch agreement: Epoch-by-epoch agreement is defined as the per-
centage of epochs which are reported as the same stage by the manual and the
automated scoring system.
6Normalisation was performed for an individual subband with respect to its maximum power
within a specific epoch.
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Table 4.2: Qualitative interpretation of  .
Agreement Kappa value Agreement Kappa value
Almost Perfect > 0.8 Fair 0.21-0.40
Substantial 0.61-0.8 Slight 0.00-0.20
Moderate 0.41-0.60 Poor < 0
Table 4.3: Description of training and validation groups.
Epochs Awake N1 N2 N3 REM
Training 4800 6.0% 8.1% 37.3% 24.9% 23.7%
Validation 5100 5.2% 8.5% 36.8% 27.5% 22.0%
Cohen’s kappa: Cohen’s kappa7 () is a statistical measure which quantifies
the inter-rater agreement between two or more scorers. As  considers the prob-
ability of agreement due to chance alone, it is generally known to be more robust
than simple percentage agreement [92]. The interpretation of  is summarised in
Table 4.2.
Sensitivity: In addition to Cohen’s kappa and epoch-by-epoch agreement, the
sensitivity associated with each stage was also calculated. Sensitivity is the ratio
of the number of stages which were correctly detected by our proposed method8.
Sensitivity reflects the performance compared to the current reference.
4.5.4 Results and Discussion
To perform the classification, the selected EEG electrodes (F4, C4, P4, and O2)
for half of the subjects were used to train the M-SVM and the other half of the
data was used to test the reconstructed model. Full description of the training
and validation groups is summarised in Table 4.3.
For the sake of comparison, the M-SVM was provided with the descriptors ob-
tained from both A-QSSA/SE and Morlet wavelet methods. Additionally, to
illustrate the benefits of multichannel analysis, classification was performed us-
ing a univariate SSA (SSA/SE) on the central channel C4. Table 4.4 shows the
confusion matrix of five-stage manual scoring versus automated scoring obtained
7In this thesis, the symbol ‘’ represents the -imaginary unit. Thus, to avoid confusion, ‘ ’
has been used to define the Cohen’s kappa.
8For example, sensitivity of awake in Table 4.4 was calculated as 222222+45 .
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Table 4.4: Confusion matrix for A-QSSA/SE method.
A-QSSA/SE
Awake N1 N2 N3 REM Sensitivity
Manual
Awake 222 0 0 0 45 0.83
N1 63 63 153 9 144 0.14
N2 24 42 1431 63 318 0.76
N3 0 0 252 1125 27 0.80
REM 6 96 54 0 963 0.86
Average 0.68
Table 4.5: Sensitivity values of A-QSSA/SE, wavelet-based method and
SSA/SE.
Individual stages
Awake N1 N2 N3 REM Average
A-QSSA/SE 0.83 0.14 0.76 0.80 0.86 0.68
Wavelet 0.80 0.14 0.60 0.66 0.72 0.58
SSA/SE 0.61 0.06 0.63 0.44 0.84 0.52
Table 4.6: Epochs agreement and Cohen’s kappa coefficient for A-QSSA/SE,
wavelet-based method and SSA/SE.
Epoch-by-epoch Cohen’s kappa
A-QSSA/SE 0.74 0.65 (Substantial agreement)
Wavelet 0.62 0.51 (Moderate agreement)
SSA/SE 0.59 0.44 (Moderate agreement)
from A-QSSA/SE.
The sensitivity of automated scoring corresponding to each stage and the average
sensitivity for A-QSSA/SE, SSA/SE and wavelet methods are given in Table 4.5.
Furthermore, the epoch-by-epoch agreement and Cohen’s kappa coefficient were
computed based on the total of 5100 epochs from test subjects, see Table 4.6.
Note that, the TSSA/EMD method introduced in [46] detected two stages of
sleep using only delta and alpha. However, A-QSSA/SE provided a fully au-
tomated five-stage scoring system. The A-QSSA/SE scoring system exhibited
74% agreement with a manually scored standard reference, and it was more than
0.75 sensitive for detection of wakefulness, N2, N3 and REM stages. Moreover,
the kappa coefficient of A-QSSA/SE was 65% which indicated substantial level of
agreement between manual and automated scorers; while, using the same statisti-
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cal descriptors, the wavelet-based classification and single channel SSA provided
moderate classifications with  = 51% and  = 44% respectively. Recall that
the proposed A-QSSA/SE involved an inherent filtering process and this may
explain the higher sensitivities of its results. Another advantage of A-QSSA/SE
over other methods such as wavelet and SSA/SE is that it could exploit the
correlation between the channels to improve the results.
Observe that most of the automatic sleep scoring systems rely on all the PSG
information including EEG, EOG and EMG data. However, the proposed system
only considers four EEG channels. Since REM identification includes the presence
of rapid eye movements and muscle atonia [77] and N1 is a transition stage
between wakefulness and asleep, the differentiation of REM from wakefulness
and N1 was initially difficult without using any EMG or EOG channel. To solve
this, the ratio ‘betathetadelta ’ was used as a specific marker for discrimination of REM
state [92]. Using this ratio, the proposed scoring system provided sensitivities
0.83 and 0.86 for wakefulness and REM respectively, see Table 4.5. However, the
discrimination between N1 and REM is still challenging due to their similarity in
the EEG pattern [91] which causes low sensitivity of Stage N1; see Table 4.5.
As an illustrative example, Fig. 4.8 shows both manual and automatic scoring
obtained for the first 350 epochs of a subject. Moreover, Fig. 4.9 shows the
three-dimensional spectrogram of the corresponding data for the first 14 min-
utes. Observe that the spectrum was in agreement with the literature on sleep
analysis [76, 98], meaning that the power of brain rhythms decreased in the ex-
pected order ‘delta > theta > alpha & sigma (spindles) > beta’. Fig. 4.9 also
illustrates the temporal information of different bands, such that alpha and beta
are dominant at the start of the data. While over time, the spectrum becomes
more influenced by the lower frequency rhythms delta and theta.
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Figure 4.8: Five-stage sleep classification of the first 350 epochs obtained using
manual scoring (top) and A-QSSA/SE (bottom).
Figure 4.9: Three-dimensional spectrogram (time-frequency-power) of the sleep
EEG for the first 14 minutes.
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4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, an augmented quaternion SSA (A-QSSA) was introduced to deal
with multidimensional EEG processing, while preserving the coupling between
the data channels. Furthermore, two techniques (MEMD- and SE-based) were
exploited to provide the automatic subspace grouping in the reconstruction stage
of A-QSSA. The first approach (MEMD-based) required an optimisation step in
Eq. (4.4) which limited the scope on the automatic grouping. Instead, the latter
method (SE-based) determined the grouping of the selected elementary matrices
by measuring the correlation between the reconstructed signal and the desired
frequency bands. That allowed for a full automated grouping procedure.
The robustness of these methods was demonstrated by considering very low SNR
(down to -10 dB) in synthetic EEG datasets. Furthermore, in the context of sleep
EEG, the proposed A-QSSA/SE was used to determine the statistical descriptors
for five-stage sleep classification.
In this chapter, the proposed algorithms made use of the quaternion decomposi-
tion tools to diagonalise a single quaternion-valued matrix. However, some signal
processing algorithms in H, such as quaternion common spatial patterns (QCSP),
require joint diagonalisation of quaternion-valued matrices. To this end, the si-
multaneous diagonalisation of two quaternion covariance matrices is reviewed in
the next chapter.
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Quaternion Uncorrelating
Transform
5.1 Joint Diagonalisation of Quaternion-valued
Matrices
In general, diagonalisation of covariance matrices is a pivotal procedure in various
signal processing algorithms such as PCA and ICA [99]. Besides, recent advances
in the complex domain have highlighted the necessity of augmented statistics
which incorporate both the covariance and the pseudo-covariance matrices [1].
Therefore, joint diagonalisation of these matrices has been proposed to allow for
the augmented signal processing algorithms in C [48, 100].
Simultaneous diagonalisation of the covariance matrix E[xxH ] and the pseudo-
covariance matrix E[xxT ] is called the strong-uncorrelating transform (SUT) [48,
100] which has been established for both single and multichannel complex-valued
processes. However, the advances in multidimensional sensor technologies demon-
strated the need for signal processing algorithms in H. Furthermore, similar to
the complex domain, the use of augmented statistics is also essential for quater-
nion signals to account for the full second-order information. Therefore, statisti-
cal signal processing in H requires joint diagonalisation of quaternion covariance
matrices1. In this regard, this chapter addresses the problem of simultaneous
1This chapter reviews our published work on quaternion matrix factorisation [41].
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diagonalisation of a pair of quaternion covariance matrices. This paves the way
for the quaternion uncorrelating transform (QUT) to allow for the standard co-
variance matrix E[xxH ] and a desired complementary covariance matrix E[xxH ]
to be diagonalised simultaneously.
5.2 Simultaneous Diagonalisation in H
To tackle simultaneous diagonalisation of the quaternion covariance matrices,
consider the following lemma which is essential for the subsequent analysis.
Lemma 5.2.1. An -Hermitian matrix X can be factorised as X = QxQH ,
where Q denotes a quaternion unitary matrix and x is a real-valued non-negative
diagonal matrix [55, 58].
Recall that Lemma 5.2.1 represents the quaternion Takagi factorisation (Q-Takagi)
which has been previously explained in Section 2.3.2. This lemma is used to derive
the joint diagonalisation of quaternion covariance matrices - discussed below.
5.2.1 Simultaneous Diagonalisation
The introduction of -Hermitian matrices implies that there are three kinds of
joint diagonalisation for quaternion matrices, namely when both matrices are
Hermitian or -Hermitian and when one matrix is Hermitian and the other is
-Hermitian. These diagonalisations are addressed in the form of Corollary 5.2.2.
Corollary 5.2.2. For given matrices X;Y 2 H:
(a) If X and Y are both Hermitian, there exists a matrix N 2 H such that
NHXN and NHYN are both diagonal if and only if XY is Hermitian, i.e.
XY = YX.
(b) If X and Y are both -Hermitian, there exists a unitary matrix N 2 H such
that NHXN and NHYN are both diagonal if and only if XY is normal,
i.e. XYYHXH = YHXHXY.
(c) If X is Hermitian and Y is -Hermitian, there exists a matrix N 2 H
such that NHXN and NHYN are both diagonal if and only if YX is
-Hermitian, i.e. YX = (YX)H = XHYH = XY.
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5.2.1.1 Proof of Simultaneous Diagonalisation
All three cases of Corollary 5.2.2 can be proved2 as follows:
(a) Proof. If NHXN = x and NHYN = y are diagonal, X and Y can be
defined as X = NxNH and Y = NyNH . Thus:
XY = NxNHNyNH = NyNHNxNH = YX
(b) Proof. IfNHXN = x andNHYN = y are diagonal,X andY are given
as X = NxNH and Y = NyNH . Accordingly, XY is diagonisable
with a unitary matrix and it is normal:
XY = NxNHNyNH = N(xy)NH
(c) Proof. IfNHXN = x andNHYN = y are diagonal, thenX = NxNH
and Y = NyNH . Thus,
YX = NyNHNxNH = Nx(NHN)yNH = XY
5.2.1.2 Derivation of Matrix N for Simultaneous Diagonalisation
This section includes the derivation of matrix N for all three cases of Corol-
lary 5.2.2:
(a) Since X = UxUH and Y are both Hermitian:
M = Ux 
1
2UH so that
8<:MXMH = IMYMH =WyWH
Therefore, considering N =WHM, both X and Y can be diagonalised as:
NXNH =WH(MXMH)W = I = x
NYNH =WH(MYMH)W = y
2Converse proof for all three cases of Corollary 5.2.2 can be found in Appendix A.2.
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(b) If X and Y are both -Hermitian and XY is normal, a single unitary
matrix N is sufficient to diagonalise them simultaneously. Thus, N can be
formulated only based on the factorisation of X (or Y). To this end, apply
Q-SVD [57] on X to rewrite it as X = UxVH . Using Lemma 5.2.1, X
can be defined as [58]:
X = QxQH where
8<:Q = U(D)
1
2
U = VD
(5.1)
in which D is a diagonal matrix. Thus, N = QH diagonalises X, and
subsequently Y.
(c) Since X = UxUH is Hermitian and Y is -Hermitian:
M = Ux 
1
2UH so that
8<:MXMH = IMYMH =WyWH
Consider N =WHM, thus:
NXNH =WH(MXMH)W = I = x
NYNH =WH(MYMH)W = y
5.2.2 QUT Methodology
Note that Corollary 5.2.2 (c) leads to the quaternion uncorrelating transform
(QUT) which is defined in terms of Corollary 5.2.3.
Corollary 5.2.3. For a quaternion r.vc. x, there exists a QUT matrix N which
simultaneously whitens the covariance matrix and diagonalises the -covariance
matrix, i.e. Cy = I and Cy =  where y = Nx.
The MATLAB3 implementation of the QUT algorithm is given in Table 5.1.
3To use the MATLAB code, the modified version of quaternion toolbox ‘qtfm’ is required,
which is available at:
http://www.surrey.ac.uk/cs/files/pdf/papers/Clive_Cheong_Took/ICASSP2016_CCT.zip.
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Table 5.1: Pseudo-MATLAB implementation of QUT algorithm.
function [N;y] = QUT(x)
if size(x; 1) > size(x; 2)
x = x:0;
end
% Generate the standard covariance matrix.
Cx = (x  x0)/length(x);
% Decompose the standard covariance matrix using the Q-SVD [57].
[U;D] = svd(Cx);
% Derive the whitening matrix M and the whitened data q.
M = U  diag(diag(D):^   0:5) U0;
q =M  x;
% Generate the {, |, and -covariances of the whitened data q.
C{ = (q  invijk(q; ‘i’)0)/length(q);
C| = (q  invijk(q; ‘j’)0)/length(q);
C = (q  invijk(q; ‘k’)0)/length(q);
% Analyse C to select the imaginary unit with maximum correlation.
c =
24 norm(C{   diag(diag(C{)))norm(C|   diag(diag(C|)))
norm(C   diag(diag(C)))
35 ;
[; a] = max(c:0);
% Define the desired unit axis using a, e.g. if a = 1!  = {.
% Apply Q-Takagi factorisation on the selected -covariance, such that
% C = Q D1  invijk(Q; ‘’)0 [58].
[U1;D1;V1] = svd(C);
P = invijk(V1; ‘’)0 U1;
Q = U1  diag(sqrt(diag(invijk(P; ‘’))));
% Calculate the QUT matrix N and the decorrelated output y
N = Q0 M;
y = N  x
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Recall that for a C-proper process x, only the -covariance matrix Cx =
E[xxH ] exists, see Section 2.2.3. Thus, in the case of C-properness, QUT
offers a convenient way to diagonalise both covariance and -covariance matrices,
as the other two complementary covariance matrices vanish. For instance, for a
C{-proper process x, the QUT matrix N generates y = Nx which satisfies:
Cy = I; Cy{ = {; and Cy| = Cy =  = 0 (5.2)
Remark 5.2.4. In the context of C-properness, QUT can be regarded as the
quaternion strong-uncorrelating transform (Q-SUT), which is an analogue to the
work in the complex domain by Eriksson and Koivunen [100].
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed QUT technique, it has been
assessed via two sets of simulations which are comprehensively discussed in the
following sections.
5.3 Autoregressive Moving Average Simulations
The first experiment aimed to assess the proposed Q-SUT as a source separation
method under different levels of additive white noise. Simulations were performed
on a multivariate widely linear ARMA model. To this end, three uncorrelated
quaternion-valued ARMA sources s1, s2, and s3 were generated such that each
source was a C{-proper signal. Then, these sources were mixed using a 3  3
random matrix A drawn from the standard normal distribution to obtain three
mixtures x1, x2, and x3. Overall, 30 sets of data were generated to compute the
averaged results.
To evaluate the effect of noise on the performance accuracy, white noise was added
to the mixtures with different levels of SNR varying from 0 to 25 dB. Furthermore,
the performance was assessed in terms of the {-circularity coefficient. In this
regard, considering d = f1; 2; 3g, jE[sdsHd ]j = 1 was constant and { = jE[sds{Hd ]j
was manually adjusted from 0 to 1, see Eq. (2.23). The process for generating
the desired inputs is presented in Algorithm 5.3.1.
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Algorithm 5.3.1: Generation of the desired ARMA inputs.
1. Generate three ARMA sources via the quaternion version of Eq. (3.14)
sd = sdr + {sd{ + |sd| + sd 2 H1N , d = f1; 2; 3g
2. To obtain C{-proper sources and make them uncorrelated with regard to
each other, their real and imaginary parts were considered as real-valued
signals and the following steps were applied:
(a) S = [s1r ; s1{ ; s1| ; s1 ; s2r ; s2{ ; s2| ; s2 ; s3r ; s3{ ; s3| ; s3 ]
(b) CS = SST
(c) [U;] = svd(CS)
(d) ~S =   12UTS
(e) To uncorrelate the sources and make them C{-proper with specific {,
produce the desired covariance matrix CD 2 R1212 (see Appendix B.1 for
a comprehensive description)
CD =
2664
Cs 0 0
0 Cs 0
0 0 Cs
3775, Cs =
266664
1 0 0 {
0 1 { 0
0 { 1 0
{ 0 0 1
377775
in which the zero matrix 0 is used to provide uncorrelatedness, and
Cs 2 R44 is used to satisfy the C{-properness with specific {-circularity
coefficient. Note that Cs is designed based on Table 2.1.
(f) [UD;D] = svd(CD)
(g) S = UD
1
2
D
~S = [s1r ; s1{ ; s1| ; s1 ; s2r ; s2{ ; s2| ; s2 ; s3r ; s3{ ; s3| ; s3 ]
(h) sd = sdr + {sd{ + |sd| + sd , d = f1; 2; 3g
3. Using the above sources, generate inputs x1, x2, and x3 with different
levels of additive noise, see Eq. (3.15).
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To validate the separation accuracy, the root mean square error (RMSE) was
calculated among the original sources (s) and the estimated ones (s^) obtained via
Q-SUT as:
RMSE =
sPN
i=1(si   s^i)2
N
(5.3)
Since Q-SUT suffers from the permutation problem, the multivariate sources
(both original and estimated) were first averaged to provide a univariate channel.
Then, the RMSE was calculated among the corresponding sources.
Fig. 5.1 illustrates the calculated reconstruction error versus SNR and circular-
ity coefficient. It is shown that the error increased for larger circularity coeffi-
cients4 and lower SNR values (higher noise level). Appendix B.2 elaborates on
the relationship between RMSE and the circularity coefficient. As expected, af-
ter applying the Q-SUT algorithm, Cs^{ was diagonal and Cs^| ' Cs^ ' 0 for all
simulations.
Furthermore, Fig. 5.2a and Fig. 5.2b illustrates the three-dimensional scatter plots
of a generated input x versus the corresponding estimated source s^ obtained via
Q-SUT. Observe that the elliptical scatter plots of the original signals confirmed
their high correlation, while circular nature of the estimated signals indicated
successful decorrelation of Q-SUT.
4In this work, larger circularity was associated with the stronger correlation, regardless of
the power.
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Figure 5.1: Reconstruction error against circularity coefficient and SNR. Note
that the error was averaged over 30 sets of simulations.
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(a) Scatter plots of a C{-proper signal x.
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(b) Scatter plots of the estimated source s^
obtained via Q-SUT.
Figure 5.2: Results of the proposed Q-SUT method for decorrelation of C{-
proper sources.
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5.4 Alamouti-based Communication Systems
The second experiment presents the application of the QUT for a practical com-
munication problem of Alamouti coding, which is known to enhance the reliability
of data transfer [101]. Note that for a single-user, the model of two transmit an-
tennas and one receiver antenna is defined as:"
xa
xb
#
=
"
sa sb
 sb sa
#"
a
b
#
2 C (5.4)
where xa and xb are the consecutive complex signals observed at the receiver; sa
and sb are the transmitted complex sources to be recovered; a and b denote the
channel responses between their corresponding transmit antenna and the receiver.
Notice that Eq. (5.4) can be rewritten in the quaternion domain in a compact
form as [102]
x = s 2 H (5.5)
where x = xa + xb| and s = sa + sb|. The above single-user model can be
generalised for a multiuser communication system as X = S 2 H. For instance,
consider a 2 2 source separation problem in H given by:"
x1
x2
#
=
"
11 12
21 22
#"
s1
s2
#
2 H (5.6)
where for the i-th user, i = f1; 2g, processes xi and si are defined as xi = xia+xib|
and si = sia + sib|. Following the work in [39], Eq. (5.6) corresponds to:"
x1a
x1b
#
=
"
s1a s1b
 s1b s1a
#"
11a
11b
#
+
"
s2a s2b
 s2b s2a
#"
12a
12b
#
2 C"
x2a
x2b
#
=
"
s1a s1b
 s1b s1a
#"
21a
21b
#
+
"
s2a s2b
 s2b s2a
#"
22a
22b
#
2 C
(5.7)
in which ij# describes the channel between the receiver of the i-th user and the
#-th transmit antenna of the j-th user, # 2 fa; bg.
In this work, the sources were selected as binary and quadrature phase shift keying
(BPSK or QPSK) modulated signals, and 16-quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM). Note that this experiment included three scenarios. In the first one a
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quaternion-valued mixing matrix  was considered where the pair of symbols
s1a and s1b of the first user were equal, shown in the left columns in Fig. 5.3.
Additionally, for the sake of comparison, two cases were considered where the
mixing matrix  was complex-valued and s1a and s1b could be either equal or
different, as in the middle and right columns in Fig. 5.3.
After generating the observations x for each case, QUT was applied to provide an
estimation of the sources as s^. To achieve this, QUT was used to decorrelate the
standard covariance matrix and a unitary complementary covariance matrix with
the maximum correlation, i.e. the unit axis in which the marginal variables had
the highest correlation. For rigour, QUT was also compared with the conventional
complex SUT [100]. The original sources and the estimated ones by both QUT
and SUT are illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
Observe that when using a quaternion-valued mixing matrix and s1a = s1b , the
conventional SUT failed to recover the sources, while QUT provided reasonable
estimates of the sources, compare Fig. 5.3 L(b) and L(c).
On the other hand, when using a complex-valued mixing matrix5 and s1a 6= s1b ,
the conventional SUT reconstructed a reasonable version of either BPSK or QPSK
sources, however, it still could not recover the 16-QAM sources, see Fig. 5.3 M(b).
In contrast, the proposed QUT provided reconstruction of the 16-QAM sources
as well as the BPSK and QPSK sources in M(c). Furthermore, when using a
complex-valued mixing matrix and s1a = s1b , QUT outperformed the SUT by
providing higher distinct output, compare R(b) and R(c) in Fig. 5.3. Recall that
both QUT and SUT suffer from the permutation problem and they estimate the
sources in a random order - similar to most ICA algorithms.
5To this end, the channel response ib of the second transmitter antenna for each i-th user
was set to zero, although this is unlikely in practice.
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Figure 5.3: Plots of communication constellations: (L) left column corresponds
to the case s1a = s1b with a quaternion mixing matrix, (M) middle column repre-
sents the s1a 6= s1b scenario with a complex mixing matrix and (R) right column
corresponds to s1a = s1b with a complex mixing matrix. In each column, subplot
(a) represents the original sources, (b) is the estimated sources using complex
SUT and (c) is the estimated sources using QUT.
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5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced a set of novel matrix decompositions for the joint
diagonalisation of quaternion covariance matrices which satisfy conditions such as
normality of XY, XY = YX, or YX = XY. Note that, among the proposed
diagonalisation techniques the particular interest is the quaternion uncorrelat-
ing transform (QUT) which simultaneously diagonalises the standard covariance
E[xxH ] and the -covariance matrices E[xxH ].
The effectiveness of QUT has been demonstrated in an Alamouti-based source
separation problem. Yet, the scope of these novel matrix factorisations are not
limited to those source separation problems, but are also exploited in a technique
known as common spatial patterns (CSP), which is a key algorithm in EEG
processing. In the next chapter, the quaternion CSP (QCSP) is introduced for
some biomedical applications.
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Chapter 6
Quaternion-valued Common
Spatial Patterns
6.1 Common Spatial Patterns for Spatial
Filtering
The previous chapter introduced the QUT algorithm in H to provide the joint di-
agonalisation of the standard covariance matrix and a complementary covariance
matrix. The proposed method has been used to develop a special class of quater-
nion common spatial patterns1 (QCSP) which models the co-channel coupling
of multichannel processes and incorporates the information on power imbalance
between real and imaginary parts.
Note that the CSP-based algorithms are extensively used for EEG analysis in
brain-computer interfacing (BCI) [103]. The term BCI refers to a computer-
aided control system which deploys the brain activity as a communication channel
between human and computers [76]. In general, the required brain activity in BCI
can be obtained by means of either invasive or non-invasive recordings. Among
which, the most common/convenient method is the scalp EEG which uses a set
of non-invasive electrodes. Despite this advantage, EEG suffers from poor spatial
resolution and provides rather poor representation of brain activity due to the
presence of system and physiological noise [76, 103]. Therefore, spatial filters
1This chapter reviews our work on quaternion-valued common spatial patterns [42].
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are often used to improve the SNR by attenuating the effect of sources located
outside of the region of interest.
A well-known spatial filtering algorithm in BCI research is the common spatial
patterns (CSP) algorithm which enhances the separability between two classes
of multichannel EEG by providing their spatial patterns. To this end, CSP si-
multaneously diagonalises the covariance matrices of both classes to maximise
the variance of signals belonging to one class, while minimising that of the other
class. In other words, CSP aims to maximise the following ratio [103]
 Ca T
 Cb T
(6.1)
in which   is the spatial filter and Ca and Cb are covariance matrices for two
classes a and b.
Despite the real-valued CSP algorithm, a complex-valued CSP (CCSP) algorithm
has been established in [13] to model the bivariate correlation in EEG processing.
However, as EEG components originate from different brain zones [75, 85, 86],
two-channel processing offered by the complex domain will not be adequate to
model the correlation between multiple processes. Therefore, a quaternion-valued
CSP (QCSP) algorithm is introduced in this chapter to model four-dimensional
signals considering their inherent multichannel coupling. The proposed QCSP
algorithm is comprehensively described in the following section.
6.2 Quaternion CSP
The complex extension of CSP was initially introduced in [104]. In addition,
Cheolsoo established rigorous extensions of CCSP [13]: (i) an augmented CCSP
(A-CCSP) to cater for the improper distribution, and (ii) an SUT-based CCSP
(SUTCCSP) to incorporate the power difference between the real and imaginary
parts of a complex-valued channel. In terms of application, Cheolsoo considered
the analysis of brain activities which originate from spatially distributed regions,
such as motor imagery (MI) tasks2 [13]. Since these tasks integrate several brain
2Positron emission tomography (PET) and functional MRI (fMRI) studies have demon-
strated that the MI tasks activate several brain regions which are spatially distributed [105].
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zones, two-channel pairing offered by the complex domain does not represent
an optimal model for multichannel EEG analysis. Thus, the QCSP algorithm
has been introduced to incorporate the inherent coupling between the four EEG
channels.
To formulate QCSP, consider two classes a and b represented by the quaternion-
valued zero-mean processes xa and xb 2 HDN . Since D is the channel number,
the spatial covariance matrix of each process is given by
C = E[xxH ] 2 HDD;  2 fa; bg (6.2)
Thus, the spatial covariance matrix of each class can be obtained by averaging the
covariance matrices of all the processes in that class as C. In order to diagonalise
these covariance matrices simultaneously, the composite spatial covariance matrix
is defined as
Cc = Ca + Cb (6.3)
Recall that Cc is a Hermitian matrix which can be factorised as Cc = UUH ,
see Theorem 2.3.6. Thus, Cc can be whitened using the whitening transform M
given by
M = U  12UH
I =MCcMH =M CaMH +M CbMH
(6.4)
According to Remark 2.3.7, Ga = M CaMH and Gb = M CbMH share common
eigenvectors W
WHGaW = a and WHGbW = b (6.5)
where a + b = I. In other words, the eigenvalues of a are sorted in a
descending order and the eigenvalues of b are in an ascending order. Thus,
the spatial filter   = WHM maximises the quaternion version of Eq. (6.1) and
discriminates two classes.
Notice that for a given test data x, the spatial filtered data is estimated as
y =  x (6.6)
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in which the first and last row vectors3 correspond to the largest eigenvalues in a
and b, respectively. Therefore, these vectors can be used to generate distinctive
features for classification of classes a and b. Hence, features are calculated based
on the variances of the real and imaginary parts of these vectors [13]:
f rp = log
 var(R[yp])
var(R[y1]) + var(R[yD])

p 2 f1; Dg
f {p = log
 var(I{[yp])
var(I{[y1]) + var(I{[yD])

f |p = log
 var(I|[yp])
var(I|[y1]) + var(I|[yD])

fp = log
 var(I[yp])
var(I[y1]) + var(I[yD])

(6.7)
To this point, a conventional QCSP has been introduced based on the standard
covariance matrices. To exploit the power difference or the correlation between
the data channels, the complementary covariance matrices need to be considered,
see Section 2.2.4. In this regard, an augmented quaternion CSP (A-QCSP) and a
generalised quaternion CSP (G-QCSP) are introduced in the following sections.
6.3 Augmented Quaternion CSP
In general, the procedure of A-QCSP is similar to the conventional QCSP. How-
ever, the A-QCSP algorithm is derived based on the augmented version of the
datasets, given by:
x =
266664
x
x{
x|
x
377775 ;  2 fa; bg (6.8)
The procedure of A-QCSP is summarised in Algorithm 6.3.1. For a given test
data x, the augmented filtered data via A-QCSP can be obtained as y =  x.
3In a general CSP algorithm, row vectors with indices p = f1; : : : ; `g and p = fD   ` +
1; : : : ; Dg are considered. However in this work, due to the high complexity of quaternion-
domain, only the first and last row vectors are selected, i.e. p 2 f1; Dg.
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Algorithm 6.3.1: A-QCSP algorithm
1. Define the augmented datasets xa;xb 2 H4DN using Eq. (6.8).
2. Calculate the augmented covariance matrices:
C = E[xxH ] 2 H4D4D;  2 fa; bg
3. Construct the composite augmented covariance matrix:
Cc = Ca + Cb
4. Apply Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.5) on the composite augmented covariance
matrix Cc to obtain the corresponding M and W.
5. Derive the augmented spatial filter  c = WH M.
Remark 6.3.1. The performance of A-QCSP is similar to the real-valued CSP
algorithm, subject to the scaling factor of 1
4
. This is due to the diagonalisation of
the real-valued covariance matrix in the whitening stage of A-QCSP.
Proof. For a zero-mean process q 2 H, the augmented version can be defined
as q = 	qR, where 	 is the transformation matrix and qR is the quadrivariate
correspondence of q, see Eq. (2.25). Thus, the augmented covariance matrix is
given by
E[qqH ] = E[	qRqHR	H ] = E[	qRqTR	H ] (6.9)
Since 	H	 = 		H = 4I, the whitening transformation of the augmented co-
variance matrix leads to:
E[qqH ] = I = 	E[qRqTR]	H = 4E[qRqTR] (6.10)
which demonstrates the duality between CSP and A-QCSP algorithms with the
scaling factor of 1
4
.
Notice that the A-QCSP algorithm does not provide any information on the power
difference of the data channels. To resolve this issue, a generalised quaternion
CSP (G-QCSP) algorithm is introduced in the next section.
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6.4 Generalised Quaternion CSP
To illustrate the necessity of G-QCSP, consider four real-valued processes qr, q{,
q| and q which form two complex-valued channels z1 and z2, and a quaternion-
valued channel q as:
z1 =qr + {q{ z2 = q| + {q
q = qr + {q{ + |q| + q
(6.11)
According to [13], the SUTCCSP algorithm considers the power difference be-
tween the real and imaginary parts of each complex-valued channel. In other
words, the SUTCCSP measures the power difference for two specific pairs fqr;q{g
and fq|;qg. Therefore, G-QCSP aims to incorporate the power differences of
all possible pairs using the {-, |-, and -covariance matrices - as discussed below.
6.4.1 Analysis of Complementary Covariance Matrices
For the given data q, the complementary covariance matrices Cq can be defined4
using Table. 2.1:
Cq{ = R[Cq{ ] + I[Cq{ ]
= (Cqr +Cq{  Cq|  Cq) + I[Cq{ ]
Cq| = R[Cq| ] + I[Cq| ]
= (Cqr  Cq{ +Cq|  Cq) + I[Cq| ]
Cq = R[Cq ] + I[Cq ]
= (Cqr  Cq{  Cq| +Cq) + I[Cq ]
(6.12)
Recall thatCq is -Hermitian ( 2 f{; |; g) and it can be factorised via Eq. (2.41)
Cq = QQH (6.13)
4Note that the information on power difference is represented in the real-valued components
of the complementary covariance matrices. Therefore, only real-valued components of these
matrices are considered for the analysis.
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Figure 6.1: Structure of the G-QCSP algorithm. Pairs of signals connected via
a solid line were complex-valued channels, and two pairs merged by a dash line
represented a quaternion-valued signal. Note that SUT holds the power difference
between the real and imaginary parts of each complex-valued channel, while real-
valued eigenvalues of {-, |-, and -covariance matrices provide power differences
of all possible pairs.
where Q is a quaternion unitary matrix and  is a real-valued diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues. Since the eigenvalues are real-valued, they provide information on
the power differences of various pairs, in other words:
• { ' Cqr + Cq{   Cq|   Cq holds the power difference for pairs fqr;qg
and fq{;q|g,
• | ' Cqr Cq{+Cq| Cq determines the power difference for pairs fqr;q{g
and fq|;qg - same information provided by the SUTCCSP algorithm,
•  ' Cqr Cq{ Cq|+Cq represents the power difference for pairs fqr;q|g
and fq;q{g, see Fig. 6.1.
6.4.2 The G-QCSP Algorithm
Given two zero-mean quaternion-valued processes xa and xb, the procedure of G-
QCSP is fully described in Algorithm 6.4.1. Note that the spatial filters generated
via the G-QCSP algorithm satisfy the following conditions:
 cCc Hc = I and  Cc H = I;  2 f{; |; g (6.14)
For a given test data x, the filtered data sets via G-QCSP algorithm can be
obtained as y =  cx and y =  x, where  2 f{; |; g. Subsequently, Eq. (6.7)
generates four sets of features for each filtered dataset y, y{, y|, and y. As
such, G-QCSP provides 16 sets of features in total. Note that compared to the
SUTCCSP algorithm, G-QCSP holds more rigorous information on the power
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Algorithm 6.4.1: G-QCSP algorithm
1. Define the covariance matrices for both classes a and b:
C = E[xxH ];  2 fa; bg
2. Construct the composite spatial covariance Cc using the averaged
covariance matrices as Cc = Ca + Cb.
3. Decompose the composite spatial covariance matrix and derive the
whitening matrix M:
Cc = UUH M = U 
1
2UH
4. Factorise Ga =M CaMH and Gb =M CbMH to obtain the common
eigenvector W.
5. Calculate the whitened data v and generate the -covariance matrices
of the whitened data:
v =Mx
C = E[vvH ];  2 fa; bg and  2 f{; |; g
6. Construct the composite -covariance matrices as Cc = Ca + Cb .
7. Apply Q-Takagi factorisation [58] to the -covariance matrices such that:
Cc = QQH
8. Derive the standard spatial filter  c and -covariance spatial filters  :
 c =WHM and   =  
1
2
 QH ;  2 f{; |; g.
difference and it is expected to provide higher reliability. To illustrate this, three
sets of experiments are performed and discussed in the following sections.
6.5 Performance Measure
To demonstrate the effectiveness of A-QCSP and G-QCSP methods, they were
evaluated using both synthetic and real-world data. In terms of real-world simu-
lations, two applications were considered: (i) classification of two imagery tasks
using EEG, and (ii) discrimination of Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients using
multidimensional pressure sensors. To highlight the benefits of the proposed
methods, they were compared with real-valued CSP and SUTCCSP algorithms.
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Table 6.1: Confusion matrix for two classes a and b. The diagonal components
show the correctly classified numbers and the cross-diagonals show the wrongly
classified ones.
Manual
Automated
a b
a t+a t
 
a
b t b t
+
b
Note that in all experiments, the classification was performed using support vector
machines (SVM) with a Gaussian kernel. To evaluate the performance of the
automated classification, accuracy, sensitivity, and Cohen’s kappa were measured
from the confusion matrix of manual labels versus automatic classification, see
Table 6.1. To this end, accuracy was calculated as the percentage of all correctly
labelled tasks by the automated algorithms (t+a +t+b ); while the sensitivity was the
ratio of correctly identified tasks for each class (t+a or t+b ). For instance, accuracy
() and sensitivity values () for Table 6.1 were defined as:
 =
t+a + t
+
b
t+a + t
 
a + t
+
b + t
 
b
; a =
t+a
t+a + t
 
a
and b =
t+b
t+b + t
 
b
(6.15)
Observe that having the same number of trials in classes a and b leads to t+a +t a =
t+b + t
 
b . Thus:
 =
t+a + t
+
b
t+a + t
 
a + t
+
b + t
 
b
=
1
2
(
t+a
t+a + t
 
a
+
t+b
t+b + t
 
b
) =
a + b
2
(6.16)
In other words, for the same number of trials, the accuracy represents the averaged
sensitivity providing  = a+b
2
. Thus, for sections 6.6 and 6.7, only the mean
sensitivity was analysed.
Recall that kappa coefficient () considers the probability of agreement due to
chance alone and it is more robust than simple percentage agreements, such as
accuracy and sensitivity. The interpretation of Cohen’s kappa is provided in
Table 4.2. Observe that in both synthetic and real-world simulations, the final
,  and  values were measured by averaging the outcomes of five-fold cross-
validation procedure; i.e. each dataset was divided into 80% training and 20%
testing sets, and the classification was repeated five times on various sample
orderings.
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6.6 Simulations using Synthetic Data
The first experiment assessed the performance of A-QCSP and G-QCSP under
different levels of white Gaussian noise. In order to generate the synthetic EEG
data, following the example of Koles and Soong [88], the sum of sinusoids were
used to simulate the EEG to validate their source localisation. In this regard, two
sources sa and sb were created by summing ten sinusoids with frequency ranges5
of 8-30 Hz and sample lengths of N = 1000. The generated sources were used to
model two classes xa and xb via Eq. (3.15). In this work, x 2 H2N defines the
two-dimensional quaternion-valued input of class  2 fa; bg.
In order to accumulate the averaged results, 50 sets of data were simulated and
each set involved 40 trials. To assess the effect of correlation and noise on the
classification accuracy, the correlation between real and imaginary parts of the
noise was adjusted from 0.1 to 0.9, and noise was added with different levels of
SNR varying from -10 dB to 10 dB. To set the specific spatial pattern for each
class, the mixing matrices Aa and Ab in Eq. (3.15) were set to:
Aa =
"
1 1:05{ 1:10| 1:15
1:11 1:15{ 1:19| 1:23
#
Ab =
"
1:18 1:17{ 1:16| 1:15
1:02 1:04{ 1:06| 1:08
# (6.17)
The mixing matrices were structured as above so that: (i) the second channel of
class a had larger amplitude than the first channel (vice versa for class b), and
(ii) class a had higher power differences than class b (0.05 and 0.04 for class a
and 0.01 and 0.02 for class b).
Observe that the generated input x 2 H2N could only be used for quaternion-
valued CSP algorithms. Therefore, the inputs of real-valued CSP and SUTCCSP
were defined as r and z, respectively.
5Since the bases for MI tasks are the mu (8-12 Hz) and beta (14-30 Hz) rhythms [106, 107],
the simulations were performed in the frequency range of 8-30 Hz.
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Figure 6.2: The sensitivity () averaged over 50 sets of synthetic data. To
illustrate the effect of additive noise and correlation, (a)  was averaged over the
correlation range, and (b)  was averaged over the SNR range.
r =
266664
R[x]
I{[x]
I|[x]
I[x]
377775 2 R8N ; z =
"
R[x] + {I{[x]
I|[x] + {I[x]
#
2 C4N ;  2 fa; bg (6.18)
To perform the classification, CSP-based algorithms were applied to their corre-
sponding datasets to extract the features using6 Eq. (6.7). Then, these features
were fed to the SVM classifier and  and  values were measured for each set.
Fig. 6.2 illustrates the final  value averaged over 50 sets of data. In order to
distinguish the effect of noise and correlation, the  was first averaged over the
correlation range, and then it was averaged over the SNR range, see Fig. 6.2a
and 6.2b.
Note that as expected from Remark 6.3.1, the CSP and A-QCSP algorithms
showed similar performances. However, the G-QCSP and SUTCCSP algorithms
mostly provided higher sensitivities compared to CSP and A-QCSP. This is due
to the fact that G-QCSP and SUTCCSP held additional information related to
the power difference. Furthermore, since the G-QCSP structure involved all the
possible power differences of a quaternion-valued channel, this method mainly
outperformed the SUTCCSP and provided the highest sensitivity.
6Note that Eq. (6.7) was proposed for quaternion-valued CSP algorithms. However, the
same concept was used to obtain features for real-valued and complex-valued CSP.
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Figure 6.3: The averaged power difference versus correlation. To calculate the
averaged power difference, it was first averaged over the SNR range for each
dataset and then it was averaged for all 50 sets of data.
Table 6.2: The averaged  and  values.
Methods CSP SUTCCSP A-QCSP G-QCSP
Cohen’s kappa () 0.76 0.78 0.76 0.82
Sensitivity () 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.91
Observe that for higher correlation values, the results of G-QCSP and SUTCCSP
algorithms were more similar to the ones of CSP and A-QCSP. This is due to
the decrease of power difference for higher correlation values, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.3.
To provide numerical assessments, the outputs of 50 sets were averaged over
both SNR and correlation to obtain the final  and  values for each method, see
Table 6.2. Although CSP, SUTCCSP, and A-QCSP methods provided substantial
agreements ( > 0:61), the proposed algorithm G-QCSP outperformed them
by offering almost perfect classification ( = 0:82) and the highest sensitivity
 = 0:91.
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Figure 6.4: EEG Channel structure for complex- and quaternion-valued CSP
algorithms: (i) pairs of electrodes connected via a solid line were used as complex-
valued EEG data, and (ii) pairs of complex channels merged via a dash line were
used as quaternion-valued EEG channels.
6.7 Motor Imagery EEG Data
The second experiment aimed to evaluate the performance of G-QCSP for EEG
analysis and in particular for classification of two imagery tasks. To this end, the
Physiobank motor/mental imagery (MMI) database7 was used to assess the pro-
posed G-QCSP algorithm. This database involved 109 subjects performing motor
and imagery movements while EEG was recorded using 64-channels (according
to the standard 10-20 system).
In this experiment, 48 channels were selected and the EEG data was band-pass
filtered in the range of 8-30 Hz using a finite impulse response filter. Note that
the spatially adjacent electrodes were paired to form complex-valued channels,
and two complex-valued signals were then linked to create a quaternion-valued
channel, as shown in Fig. 6.4. This structure incorporated the strong connectivity
between the adjacent brain regions [13]. Furthermore, the power difference of the
paired electrodes was used as an additional information to classify the left and
right imagery hand movements.
7The Physiobank MMI database is recorded using the BCI2000 system [108], and it can be
found via http://www.physionet.org/pn4/eegmmidb.
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Figure 6.5: The real-world EEG power difference versus correlation for 109
subjects.
Table 6.3: The final  value averaged over 72 subjects.
Methods CSP SUTCCSP A-QCS G-QCSP
Sensitivity () 0.63 0.67 0.64 0.70
Prior to the analysis, the averaged power difference versus correlation was cal-
culated for all the subjects, see Fig. 6.5. Observe that the power difference was
smaller for higher correlation values, similar to the trend of synthetic data shown
in Fig. 6.3.
To provide the numerical measurements,  and  values of each subject were cal-
culated by averaging the results of five-fold cross-validation procedure. Note that
subjects who showed slight or poor classification ( < 0:21) using all methods, i.e.
CSP, SUTCCAP, A-QCSP, and G-QCSP were discarded. Fig. 6.6 represents the
sensitivity of the remaining 72 subjects using whisker diagram in which the red
lines denote median. Observe that on average G-QCSP and SUTCCSP, which
considered the power difference, provided higher performances compared to the
CSP and A-QCSP algorithms. Furthermore, as expected, G-QCSP outperfomed
the SUTCCSP. These results were confirmed by comparing the final  values
averaged over 72 subjects, see Table 6.3.
In addition, Fig. 6.7 denotes the number of subjects whose best classification was
obtained using one of the CSP, SUTCCSP, A-QCSP, or G-QCSP algorithms. It
is shown that G-QCSP provided the highest performance for 35 subjects which
is more than twice the number of subjects obtained via the SUTCCSP method.
To highlight the impact of power differences, {-, |-, and -differences were aver-
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Figure 6.6: Whisker diagram of sensitivity values obtained in classification
of right and left hand imagery movement. Note that subjects for whom the
classification was slight or poor ( < 0:21) using all four methods were discarded.
This diagram includes the remaining 72 subjects.
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Figure 6.7: Number of subjects whose best classification rate were obtained
using CSP, SUTCCSP, A-QCSP, or G-QCSP.
aged for subjects who had the best performance using SUTCCSP and G-QCSP,
see Table 6.4. Notice that the power differences were higher for the G-QCSP algo-
rithm. This suggests that the additional features involved in G-QCSP improved
its performance for classification of the MI data.
Table 6.4: The mean power difference for subjects whose best classification was
obtained via SUTCCSP and G-QCSP.
Power differencestd
Methods SUTCCSP G-QCSP
{ 0.090.05 0.120.05
| 0.060.04 0.070.03
 0.060.02 0.080.03
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6.8 Gait Simulations
Besides the BCI application, the CSP-based algorithms were applied to gait data
to discriminate Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients and healthy control (HC) sub-
jects. For this purpose, the Physiobank gait dataset8, including 73 HC subjects
(mean age: 66.3 years; 55% men) and 93 PD patients (mean age: 66.3 years;
63% men), was used. This database recorded the vertical ground reaction force
(VGRF) at a rate of 100 Hz using eight pressure sensors placed underneath each
foot, see Fig. 6.8. All subjects were asked to walk for two minutes on level ground
at their self-selected comfortable pace. Note that patients were recruited if they
were taking anti-Parkinsonian medications and were able to ambulate indepen-
dently. Both PD and HC subjects were excluded if they had other neurological,
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, or respiratory diseases [109, 110, 111].
To perform the classification, two classes xa and xb were associated with HC
subjects and PD patients, respectively. Note that a window of 3000 samples
(half a minute) represented a single trial, i.e. two minutes data generated four
trials. To compare all the CSP-based algorithms, the VGFR recording of each
class was represented as four quaternion-valued, eight complex-valued and sixteen
real-valued channels. The corresponding method was then applied to increase the
covariance ratio of two classes by maximising Eq. (6.1).
Fig. 6.9 illustrates the covariance ratio before and after applying the CSP and
G-QCSP algorithms. It is shown that the covariance ratio of the original data
had uniform small values, while the CSP and G-QCSP filtered data demonstrated
larger covariance ratios. Observe that compared to the conventional CSP, the
proposed method provided higher covariance ratio which led to better discrimi-
nation; compare Fig. 6.9b and 6.9c.
Furthermore, Fig. 6.10 represents how the CSP filtering works in two-dimensional
space, which is in agreement with the literature [103]. Note that CSP projects the
original data shown in Fig. 6.10a to those in Fig. 6.10b where the distributions
are uncorrelated and the horizontal (vertical) axis holds the largest variance for
HC subjects (PD patients).
8The Physiobank gait database is recorded using eight sensors (Ultraflex Computer Dyno
Graphy), and it is available through http://physionet.org/physiobank/database/gaitpdb.
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Figure 6.8: Diagram of the eight pressure sensors. Note that each pair connected
via a solid line was considered as a complex-valued channel, and two complex
channels connected via a dash line generated a quaternion-valued channel.
Table 6.5: Confusion matrix for the G-QCSP algorithm.
Manual
Automated HC-trials PD-trials Sensitivity
HC-trials 175 35 0.83
PD-trials 30 255 0.89
Table 6.6: Final , , and  values after five-fold cross validation procedure.
Methods CSP SUTCCSP A-QCS G-QCSP
Accuracy () 0.74 0.78 0.73 0.87
Sensitivity of HC (a) 0.74 0.77 0.75 0.83
Sensitivity of PD (b) 0.73 0.79 0.70 0.89
Cohen’s kappa () 0.45 0.55 0.45 0.73
In order to compare the real-, complex-, and quaternion-valued CSP algorithms,
these methods were used to extract features using Eq. (6.7). The generated
features were imported into the SVM classifier for a five-fold cross-validation pro-
cedure. Table 6.5 describes the confusion matrix of classification results obtained
via G-QCSP. Furthermore, the complementary measures (accuracy, sensitivity,
and kappa coefficient) were calculated for CSP, SUTCCSP, A-QCSP, and G-
QCSP algorithms, see Table 6.6. As expected, SUTCCSP and G-QCSP provided
higher classification rate, and G-QCSP offered the best performance among all
CSP-based algorithms.
Note that the same database was previously used in [112] to classify PD patients
using 40 wavelet-based features and neural network function. That study pro-
vided  = 0:77 and  = 0:81. However, the proposed G-QCSP algorithm offered
higher reliability with  = 0:87 and  = 0:86 using only 16 sets of features for
each class.
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Figure 6.9: Effect of the CSP-based algorithms on the covariance ratio of two
classes: (a) the original covariance ratio, and (b) the CSP filtered covariance ratio,
and (c) the G-QCSP filtered covariance ratio. Observe the largest covariance ratio
obtained using the G-QCSP filter.
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(b) Scatter plot of the CSP filtered data
Figure 6.10: Illustration of the CSP algorithm in 2-D space using top channels
of left and right feet. In (a) scatter plot of an original trial for a HC subject and
a PD patient is shown, whereas (b) represents scatter plot of these subjects after
CSP filtering. Observe that distributions of the filtered data are uncorrelated.
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6.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, a generalised quaternion CSP (G-QCSP) was proposed for the
first time to cater for multidimensional processing of both proper and improper
signals. It was shown that the proposed G-QCSP algorithm considered the addi-
tional information on the power difference and offered higher classification accu-
racy compared to the conventional CSP and SUTCCSP algorithms.
The robustness of this method was demonstrated over a wide range of SNR and
correlation values in synthetic EEG analysis. In terms of real-world applications,
the proposed G-QCSP algorithm provided (i) an accuracy of 70% for classifica-
tion of two imagery tasks using the EEG data, and (ii) an accuracy of 87% for
discrimination between healthy subjects and Parkinson’s disease patients using
the gait data.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Research
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis has presented novel methodologies for processing both proper and
improper data in the complex and quaternion domain. These contributions are
summarised as follows:
1. The derivation of complex-valued singular spectrum analysis (SSA) which
exploits the latest advances in augmented statistics to cater for the complete
second-order statistics.
2. The development of multivariate quaternion-valued SSA considering the
augmented statistics to cater for both proper and improper data. A Fourier
based mechanism which exploits the frequency diversity of the data was
designed to detect the subspaces of interest in an automated fashion. This
approach addressed one of the main shortcomings of SSA-based algorithms,
and provided a quaternion-valued source separation algorithm.
3. The proposition of novel quaternion-valued factorisations in the form of
Corollary 5.2.2 which addresses the joint diagonalisation of matricesX;Y 2
H satisfying conditions such as (a) normality of XY, (b) XY = YX, or
(c) YX = XY for  2 f{; |; g.
4. The proposition of the quaternion uncorrelating transform (QUT) which
allows for the covariance matrix and a desired complementary covariance
matrix to be diagonalised simultaneously. QUT was shown to be able to
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solve source separation problems in the quaternion domain.
5. The derivation of a special class of quaternion-valued common spatial pat-
terns (CSP) which models the inherent coupling of multichannel processes,
and exploits the information on their power difference in classification tasks.
The first contribution led to the extension of SSA which is a subspace-based
method for the complex domain. The augmented complex SSA (A-CSSA) method
was successfully implemented for two different applications. Firstly, A-CSSA em-
ployed a linear recurrence formula (LRF) to provide complex-valued prediction for
several steps ahead. The performance superiority of A-CSSA over basic CSSA,
for both reconstruction and prediction purposes, was demonstrated using two
sets of real-world data. In addition, A-CSSA could effectively attenuate the elec-
troencephalography (EEG) background and highlight a particular event-related
potential (ERP) peak, known as P300, in the brain signals. This application
made it possible to track the P300 subcomponents which were used to compare
healthy subjects and schizophrenic patients.
The second contribution described a multivariate quaternion SSA (QSSA) to
analyse the multichannel processes, while preserving the inherent coupling be-
tween the data channels. The augmented extension of this algorithm (A-QSSA)
has been proposed to optimise the processing of both proper and improper data.
In addition, the A-QSSA algorithm has been equipped with a supervised group-
ing procedure which highlights the subspace of interest automatically. In this re-
gard, two approaches have been exploited in the reconstruction stage of A-QSSA,
namely multivariate empirical mode decomposition (MEMD) and single-element
(SE) method. Despite the success of MEMD-based method, it required an op-
timisation step which limited the scope on the automatic grouping. Hence, the
SE-based method has been proposed to circumvent this step and to determine
the suitable grouping based on the frequency information. With the aid of the SE
approach, SSA-based algorithms can address various source extraction problems
for under-determined scenarios when the number of sources exceeds the number
of observed signals. For instance, in the context of sleep EEG, the proposed
method extracted five brain rhythms (delta, theta, alpha, sigma, and beta) to
provide the statistical descriptors for a five-stage sleep classification.
The third and fourth contributions, which addressed novel matrix factorisations,
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have provided a stepping stone for further development of quaternion-valued sig-
nal processing algorithms. These contributions are fundamental results in H,
and they will hopefully attract more researchers to dedicate their work to the
quaternion domain. The proposed factorisations are likely to have major im-
pacts in applications where uncorrelating and joint diagonalisation are required.
For instance, the quaternion uncorrelating transform (QUT) algorithm has been
developed to simultaneously diagonalise the standard covariance and complemen-
tary covariance matrices. The effectiveness of this method was demonstrated in
an Alamouti-based source separation problem.
The fifth contribution has introduced a quaternion CSP (QCSP) to provide the
spatial filtering for multichannel quaternion-valued processes. In addition, QCSP
has been equipped with the proposed QUT, known as generalised QCSP (G-
QCSP), to make use of the additional information on power differences between
the data channels. In terms of real-world applications, this algorithm provided
sufficient features for classification of bio-signals. For instance, the G-QCSP
was used to classify two imagery tasks using the EEG data; it also provided
discrimination between healthy subjects and Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients
using the gait data.
Overall, this thesis provided several eigen-based algorithms in C and H including
A-CSSA, A-QSSA/MEMD, A-QSSA/SE, and G-QCSP. These methods were ex-
ploited to obtain features for machine learning algorithms, such as support vector
machines (SVM).
7.2 Future Work
The work carried out for this thesis can be further explored in several aspects,
which are discussed below:
• The A-QSSA/SE algorithm in Chapter 4 has been applied in the context
of EEG source separation, and therefore leaves room for other applications
with similar conditions; for example, in brain computer interfacing (BCI)
where the EEG sources need to be extracted to demonstrate movement-
related responses of the brain [113]. However, the main challenge remains in
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finding an optimal window length and deriving a technique which highlights
the dominant subspaces.
• In this thesis, the developed quaternion-valued algorithms were based on the
static techniques, e.g. eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) and singular value
decomposition (SVD). However, to generalise the use of quaternions for real-
world applications, further research is required to provide the quaternion-
valued algorithms for dynamic environments. As such, along with the work
carried out for this thesis, a preliminary work has been performed to derive
a novel informed Kalman filtering (IKF) algorithm [114]. The proposed IKF
was informed by an extrinsic data channel carrying information about the
system’s future state. This way, the Kalman gain could be adjusted auto-
matically according to the detected state. As a real-world application, the
EEG analysis was used to predict the voluntary body movement and inform
the quaternion Kalman algorithm about a possible state transition. In the
future, the concept of IKF can be implemented for multimodal applications,
such as hybrid BCI to enhance the performance.
• The proposed G-QCSP in Chapter 6 has been used to distinguish between
the healthy subjects and the PD patients based on the tremor information
from the gait data. However, the tremor pattern is not the same for all
types of Parkinson’s diseases. In general, tremor is classified based on its
occurrence circumstances as either resting or action tremor. Resting tremor
occurs in a relaxed body part which is completely supported against gravity,
while action tremor is associated with voluntary muscle contraction and it
is subdivided as postural, isometric and kinetic tremor (including the task-
specific and intention tremor) [115, 116]. As such, further studies need to be
performed on multidimensional gait analysis to investigate specific patterns
for each type of tremor and classify different groups of PD patients.
• In general, analysis and diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer and Parkinson, require both functional and structural informa-
tion of the brain. This is why various modalities such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and EEG are used to provide a multiway representation of
the brain data [76]. The quaternion domain can be used to model such
datasets and provide a novel way to capture brain functionality.
• Last but not least, the proposed algorithms can be extended for the octo-
nion domain. Octonions generalise the quaternion numbers into an eight-
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dimensional space. However, octonions are non-commutative and non-
associative and it is more challenging to manipulate them algebraically.
Although octonions are less studied than complex and quaternion num-
bers, they have already found some applications in physics [117]. Octonions
therefore present a promising avenue for further research.
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A.1 Propositions for Corollary 5.2.2
To provide the converse proof of Corollary 5.2.2, consider the following proposi-
tions which are essential for the subsequent analyses.
Proposition A.1.1. If X;Y 2 H are Hermitian and X is non-singular, X and
Y are simultaneously diagonalisable if and only if X 1Y is Hermitian1.
Proof. Consider a unitary matrix N such that x = NHXN and y = NHYN
are both diagonal. Thus, X 1 = N 1x NH and Y = NyNH where X 1Y =
N( 1x y)NH is Hermitian.
Proposition A.1.2. If Y 2 H is -Hermitian and X 2 H is Hermitian and
non-singular, X and Y are simultaneously diagonalisable if and only if YX 1 is
-Hermitian2.
Proof. Consider a unitary matrix N such that x = NHXN and y = NHYN
are both diagonal. Thus, X 1 = N 1x NH and Y = NyNH where YX 1 =
N(y 1x )(N)H is -Hermitian.
Proposition A.1.3. If X;Y 2 H are -Hermitian and X is non-singular, X
and Y are simultaneously diagonalisable if and only if X 1Y is normal3.
1Condition I(a)(3) of Table 4.5.15 in [48] is the corresponding proposition for C.
2Condition III(a)(3) of Table 4.5.15 in [48] is similar proposition for the complex domain.
3Condition II(a)(3) of Table 4.5.15 in [48] is the corresponding proposition for C.
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Proof. Consider a unitary matrix N such that x = NHXN and y = NHYN
are both diagonal. Thus, X 1 = N 1x NH and Y = NyNH where X 1Y =
N( 1x y)NH is unitarily diagonalisable, i.e. normal.
Proposition A.1.4. If X =
"
Y Z
0 0
#
2 H, then X is normal if and only if Y is
normal and Z = 0.
Proof. X is normal if XXH = XHX where:
XXH =
"
YY + ZZ 0
0 0
#
XHX =
"
YY YZ
ZY ZZ
#
Therefore, XXH = XHX holds if Z = 0 and YY = YY, i.e. Y is normal.
A.2 Converse Proof for Corollary 5.2.2
The converse of all three cases of Corollary 5.2.2 can be proved as follows:
(a) Proof. For the converse, suppose XY = YX, then X = X + I is non-
singular and Hermitian for some small  > 0. Hence,
XY = (X+ I)Y = XY+ Y = YX+ Y = Y(X+ I) = YX (A.1)
In other words, Y commutes with X and X 1 . Thus, X 1 Y is Hermitian
and according to Proposition A.1.1, X and Y are simultaneously diagonal-
isable. There exist a unitary matrix N such that NHXN = NHXN+ I =
 and NHYN = y are both diagonal. Therefore, NHXN =   I and
NHYN = y are simultaneously diagonalised.
(b) Proof. For the converse, consider the following scenarios:
(i) SupposeXY is normal andX is non-singular. AsXY = (X 1) 1Y
is normal,X 1 andY are simultaneously unitary diagonalisable, see Propo-
sition A.1.3. Since X and Y are -Hermitian, X 1 and Y can be defined
as X 1 = N 1x NH and Y = NyNH . Thus:
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X = NxNH = Nx(N)H
Y = NyNH = Ny(N)H
which are simultaneous diagonalisations of X and Y.
(ii) Suppose XY is normal and X is singular. As X is -Hermitian,
there is a unitary matrix N 2 H where NHXN is diagonal. The columns
of N can be permuted such that:
NHXN =
"
 0
0 0
#
NHYN =
"
Y11 Y12
YH12 Y22
#
where  is a diagonal block matrix with vanishing -components, and Y11
andY22 have vanishing -components in their diagonal elements. Therefore,
as N is unitary:
(NHXN)(NHYN) = NHXYN =
"
Y11 Y12
0 0
#
As XY is normal, based on Proposition A.1.4, Y12 = 0. Since  is
non-singular, Y12 = 0 and
NHXN =
"
 0
0 0
#
NHYN =
"
Y11 0
0 Y22
#
Therefore, if there is a unitary matrixN to diagonaliseX, it is also sufficient
for Y to be diagonalised.
(c) Proof. For the converse, suppose YX = XY and then X = X + I is
non-singular and Hermitian for some small  > 0. Hence,
YX = Y(X+ I) = YX+Y = XY+Y = (X + I)Y = XY (A.2)
In other words YX is -Hermitian and thus Y(X 1 ) 1 is -Hermitian.
According to Proposition A.1.2, Y and X 1 are simultaneously diagonal-
isable. Since Y is -Hermitian and X is Hermitian, Y and X 1 can be
defined as Y = NyNH and X 1 = N 1 NH , i.e. NHXN = . Thus,
(N)HYN = y and NHXN =    I are both diagonal.
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Appendix B
B.1 The Covariance Matrix of Uncorrelated, C{-
proper Sources
The purpose of this appendix is to verify the specific structure of the desired
covariance matrix CD in Algorithm 5.3.1. To this end, consider three univariate
quaternion-valued sources as:
x = xr + {x{ + |x| + x
y = yr + {y{ + |y| + y
z = zr + {z{ + |z| + z
9>>=>>; 2 H1N (B.1)
To obtain the real-valued covariance matrix, consider the quadrivariate corre-
spondence of each source (xR, yR, zR) and generate the 1212 covariance matrix
in R:
W =
264xRyR
zR
375 =
26666666666666666666666664
xr
x{
x|
x
yr
y{
y|
y
zr
z{
z|
z
37777777777777777777777775
! Cw = E[WWT ] = E
264 xRx
T
R xRyTR xRzTR
yRxTR yRyTR yRzTR
zRxTR zRyTR zRzTR
375 (B.2)
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= E
26666666666666666666666664
xrxTr xrxT{ xrxT| xrxT xryTr xryT{ xryT| xryT xrzTr xrzT{ xrzT| xrzT
x{xTr x{xT{ x{xT| x{xT x{yTr x{yT{ x{yT| x{yT x{zTr x{zT{ x{zT| x{zT
x|xTr x|xT{ x|xT| x|xT x|yTr x|yT{ x|yT| x|yT x|zTr x|zT{ x|zT| x|zT
xxTr xxT{ xxT| xxT xyTr xyT{ xyT| xyT xzTr xzT{ xzT| xzT
yrxTr yrxT{ yrxT| yrxT yryTr yryT{ yryT| yryT yrzTr yrzT{ yrzT| yrzT
y{xTr y{xT{ y{xT| y{xT y{yTr y{yT{ y{yT| y{yT y{zTr y{zT{ y{zT| y{zT
y|xTr y|xT{ y|xT| y|xT y|yTr y|yT{ y|yT| y|yT y|zTr y|zT{ y|zT| y|zT
yxTr yxT{ yxT| yxT yyTr yyT{ yyT| yyT yzTr yzT{ yzT| yzT
zrxTr zrxT{ zrxT| zrxT zryTr zryT{ zryT| zryT zrzTr zrzT{ zrzT| zrzT
z{xTr z{xT{ z{xT| z{xT z{yTr z{yT{ z{yT| z{yT z{zTr z{zT{ z{zT| z{zT
z|xTr z|xT{ z|xT| z|xT z|yTr z|yT{ z|yT| z|yT z|zTr z|zT{ z|zT| z|zT
zxTr zxT{ zxT| zxT zyTr zyT{ zyT| zyT zzTr zzT{ zzT| zzT
37777777777777777777777775
(B.3)
If three uncorrelated C{-proper sources are generated, the following observations
on the structure of the covariance (B.3) can be made:
• The off diagonal blocks in Cw are zero, since sources are uncorrelated with
regard to each other.
• The diagonal blocks have the algebraic structure shown in (B.4) in order to
satisfy the C{-properness condition with specific values .
Cs =
266664
1 0 0 
0 1  0
0  1 0
 0 0 1
377775 (B.4)
Based on the matrix Cs, the covariance matrices of each source are defined
as:
Cq = 4I; Cq{ = (4)I; Cq| = Cq = 0; q 2 fx;y; zg (B.5)
The final structure of the covariance matrix (B.2) is given by:
Cw =
264 Cs 0 00 Cs 0
0 0 Cs
375 (B.6)
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The desired covariance matrix CD in Algorithm 5.3.1 has the same structure as
Cw in (B.6) and reflects the case when sources are C{-proper and uncorrelated
with each other.
B.2 Effect of Circularity Coefficient in Recon-
struction of C{-proper Sources
To evaluate the effect of circularity coefficient on the reconstruction error, consider
a quaternion source x = xr+{x{+|x|+x. According to Eq. (B.3) and Eq. (B.4)
for a C{-proper source with specific coefficient , the following conditions should
hold:
E[xrxTr ] = E[x{xT{ ] = E[x|xT| ] = E[xxT ] = 1
E[xrxT{ ] = E[xrxT| ] = E[x{xT ] = E[x|xT ] = 0
E[xrxT ] = E[x{xT| ] = 
(B.7)
Without loss in generality, the real and imaginary parts of x can be generated
from zero-mean, unit-variance, uncorrelated components x1, x2, x3, and x4 as:
xr = x1 x = x1 +
p
1  2x2
x{ = x3 x| = x3 +
p
1  2x4
(B.8)
To calculate the reconstruction error between the initial source (x) and the re-
constructed one by the algorithm QUT (x^), the real and imaginary parts of the
sources are averaged to generate their univariate correspondence. This is due to
the permutation problem of the QUT algorithm. Then, the root mean square
error (RMSE) is calculated as:
" =
q
E[ (x  ^x)2 ] (B.9)
in which:
x = (xr + x{ + x| + x)
4
and ^x = (x^r + x^{ + x^| + x^)
4
(B.10)
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According to Eq. (B.8), the RMSE can be approximated as:
" =
1
4
vuutEh  (1 + )(x1 + x3)  (x^1 + x^3)| {z }
"1
+(
p
1  2)(x2 + x4)  (x^2 + x^4)| {z }
"2
2 i
(B.11)
Since 0    1, the effect of (1+ ) on the error " is generally stronger than the
term (
p
1  2). Thus, the RMSE increases as  increases. This is confirmed in
Fig. 5.1.
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